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TOWN OFFICERS FOR 1937 - 1938
TOWN CLERK, TREASURER AND COLLECTOR
OF TAXES
Jerry J. Riendeau Term expires 1938
BOARD OF SELECTMEN AND PUBLIC WELFARE
Walton E. Braley
Frederick O. Tripp
Henry L. Guilbeault
Percival L. Ashley
Louis Gaudette
William Fawcett
ASSESSORS
Term expires 1938
Term expires 1939
Term expires 1940
Term expires 1938
Term expires 1939
Term expires 1940
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Edgar B. Cormier
John L. Fawcett
Marion E. Burt
Term expires 1938
Term expires 1939
Term expires 1940
MODERATOR
Flenry A. Jackson Term expires 1938
BOARD OF HEALTI-I
Alexander Newton
Joel P. Bradford
Charles Dietz
Term expires 1938
Term expires 1939
Term expires 1940
4COMMISSIONERS OF TRUST FUNDS
Clovis Poyant Term expires 1938
Henry A. Jackson Term expires 1939
Horace Gates Booker Term expires 1940
CEMETERY BOARD
Allan L. Rawcliffe Term expires 1938
Alden White Term expires 1939
Clarence B. Ellis Term expires 1940
TRUSTEES OF FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Matthew J. Burke Term expires 1938
Millie A. Hersom Term expires 1939
Theron R. Parker Term expires 1940
SURVEYORS OF LUMBER
Frank Orlowski Term expires 1938
Ovila Bouley Term expires 1939
George Guerin Term expires 1940
PARK COMMISSIONERS
August Bourque Term expires 1938
Ovila Bouley Term expires 1939
Earle T. Cory Term expires 1940
TREE WARDEN
Alfred LeClair Term expires 1938
RESULT OF THE VOTE
ANNUAL ELECTION — MARCH 1, 1937
Precinct No. 1 Cast 1,143 Votes
Precinct No. 2 Cast 206 Votes
Total 1,349 Votes
TOWN CLERK, TREASURER AND COLLECTOR
OF TAXES
One Year
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
Jerry J. Riendeau (elected) 936 162 1,098
Blanks 207 44 251
Totals 1,143 206 1,349
SELECTMAN AND BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Three Years
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
Henry L. Guilbeault (elected) 615 59 674
Ernest L. Robitaille 516 140 656
Blanks 12 7 19
Totals 1,143 206 1,349
ASSESSOR
Three Years
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
William Fawcett (elected) 544 145 689
Henry O. Saucier, Jr. 556 43 599
Blanks 43 18 61
Totals 1,143 206 1,349
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Three Years
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
Marion E. Burt (elected) 661 105 766
Harry M. Hopwood
Joseph E. Timms
Blanks
Totals 1,143 206 1,349
MODERATOR
One Year
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
Henry A. Jackson (elected) 883 153 1,036
Edward Warren 1 1
Blanks 259 53 312
316 71 387
95 16 111
71 14 85
Totals 1,143 206 1,349
BOARD OF FIEALTH
Three Years
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
Charles Dietz (elected) 541 136 677
Ernest Talbot 472 48 520
Blanks 130 22 152
Totals 1,143 206 1,349
COMMISSIONER OF TRUST FUNDS
Three Years
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
Horace Gates Booker (elected) 485 96 5S1
Daniel J. McCarthy 512 57 569
Blanks 146 53 199
Totals 1,143 206 1,349
TRUSTEE OF FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Three Years
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
Theron R. Parker (elected) 910 167 1,077
Blanks 233 39 272
Totals 1,143 206 1,349
CEMETERY BOARD
Three Years
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
Clarence B. Ellis (elected) 827 159 986
Blanks 316 47 363
Totals 1,143 206 1,349
TREE WARDEN
One Year
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
Antonio J. Boisclair 442 35 477
Alfred LeClair (elected) 506 110 616
Edward Warren 1 1
Blanks 194 61 255
Totals 1,143 206 1,349
SURVEYOR OF LUMBER
Three Years
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
Michael Banat 2 2
Henry Bouchard 7
Granville Dash 1
Diogen Dulude 1
George Guerin (elected) 30 30
John W. Heap 1 6
Frank LeBlanc 1
Louis LeMay 1
R. G. Morse 1 1
Charles Pate 4
Albert Pineau 1
Lucien Poyant 1
J. f. Riendeau 1 1
Henry Saucier 1
Pardon Taber 1
Edward Warren 1
William Wilbur 1
Blanks 1.085 203 1,288
Totals 1,143
PARK COMMISSIONER
Three Years
206 1,349
Prect. 1 Prect. 2 Total
Michael B. Banat 220 63 283
Earle T. Cory (elected) 314 87 401
Elzear Lapalme, Jr. 261 20 281
Frank C. LeBlanc 235 10 245
Blanks 113 26 139
Totals 1.143 206 1.349
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
To the Citizens of the Town of Acushnet:
The Board of Selectmen hereby submit their report for
the year ending December 31, 1937.
The Board organized March 8, 1937 as follows: Frederick
O. Tripp was elected Chairman and Leon Lambert was ap
pointed Clerk.
Fifty-two regular meetings were held.
FREDERICK O. TRIPP,
HENRY L. GUILBEAULT,
WALTON E. BRALEY,
Selectmen of Acushnet.
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OFFICERS APPOINTED BY THE
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Henry O. Saucier
FOREST WARDEN
August St. Jean, died Sept. 27, 1937
Conrad H. Gauttier
approved by the State Dept. of Conservation
INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS
Otis J. Tripp
approved by the State Dept. of Conservation
SUPERINTENDENT OF STREETS
Joaquim Bettencourt
CHIEF OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
August St. Jean, (died Sept. 27, 1937)
Conrad H. Gauttier
CHIEF OF POLICE
Manuel J. Fonseca, (died Oct. 6, 1937)
Joseph C. A. Langevin
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POLICE OFFICERS
Arthur Robichaud George O. Guerin
Joseph Lapierre James Hyde
Joseph C. A. Langevin Albert E. Holt
Omer Pineau Edward Dessert
POLICE OFFICERS TO SERVE WITHOUT
COMPENSATION
Joseph Vargos Charles J. Pietrozkowski
Robert E. Parker Joseph Eastwood
Joseph Toussaint Alonzo H. Hammond, Jr.
Henry Lewis Charles Dietz
Uriah S. Cole George Lecuyer
Ovila Bouley John Galas
Napoleon Durocher Albert Bergeron
Charles Pate Amedee Pineau
CONSTABLE
Manuel J. Fonseca, (died Oct. 6, 1937)
KEEPER OF TOWN LOCK-UP
Manuel J. Fonseca, (died Oct. 6, 1937)
DOG OFFICER
Manuel J. Fonseca, (died Oct. 6, 1937)
Joseph C. A. Langevin
FIELD DRIVERS
Uriah S. Cole Leslie Morse
Clarence Taber
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PUBLIC WEIGHERS
Frank Jepson Sylvia Gularte
Frank Linhares George Jacques
Samuel R. Sims John DeMilio
Frank Marcellino, Jr.
FENCE VIEWERS
Roland O. Bumpus Rexford G. Morse
Harlow Sherman (resigned)
MEASURERS OF WOOD, LUMBER AND LOGS
August St. Jean (died Sept. 27, 1937) Pardon Taber
Leroy Ellis
TOWN COUNSEL
Frank F. Resendes, Jr.
BURIAL AGENT
Conrad H. Gauttier
CLERK OF BOARD OF SELECTMEN AND
BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Leon Lambert
TOWN ACCOUNTANT
Leon Lambert, term expires 1940
REGISTRAR OF VOTERS
George Jacques Term expires 1938
Everett L. Borden Term expires 1939
Emile D. Gonneville Term expires 1940
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TOWN FOREST COMMITTEE
William Ashley Term expires 1938
Thomas O. Hathaway Term expires 1939
Rexford G. Morse Term expires 1940
SUPERINTENDENT OF MOTHS
Matthew J. Marcellino
Approved by the State Dept. of Conservation
FINANCE COMMITTEE
James Radcliffe Term expires 1938
Arthur Provost Term expires 1938
Frank F. Resendes, Jr. Term expires 1938
Frank P. Crandon Term expires 1939
Joseph F. Dabrowski Term expires 1939
Dosithe Guillotte Term expires 1939
Thomas O. Hathaway Term expires 1940
Walter A. White Term expires 1940
Leo Jackson Term expires 1940
WORKINGMEN'S COMPENSATION AGENT
Leon Lambert
INSPECTOR OF PETROLEUM
Henry O. Saucier
INSPECTOR OF GARAGES
Alcide P. Gaudette, (died May 24, 1937)
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ELECTION OFFICERS
Henry O. Saucier
Louis LeMay
Nellie Smith
Louise LeBoeuf
Agnes Begley
Rhoda Pate
Burleigh Thompson
Edward Nowak
Jacques Pepin
Romeo LePage
Clifton Geggatt
Robert E. Parker
Olive M. Shorrock
Ernest Forand
Matthew Marcellino
Oliver Santos
Avelino Tavares
Joseph Vargos
Precint 1
Precinct 2
Warden
Deputy Warden
Clerk
Deputy Clerk
Inspector
Inspector
Inspector
Inspector
Deputy Inspector
Deputy Inspector
Warden
Deputy Warden
Clerk
Deputy Clerk
Inspector
Inspector
Deputy Inspector
Deputy Inspector
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LICENSES AND PERMITS GRANTED
Dance Licenses
Sunday Licenses
Motor Vehicle Agents Licenses
Alcoholic Beverage Licenses
Special Alcoholic Beverage Licenses
Common Victuallers Licenses
Slaughtering License
Taxi Permit
Petroleum License
Issued 63
Issued 13
Issued 6
Issued 12
Issued 8
Issued 9
Issued 1
Issued 1
Issued 1
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LIST OF JURORS
The following is the list of Jurors prepared by the Board
of Selectmen of the Town of Acushnet, in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 234, Section 4 of the General Laws.
Wilfred Lapalme, 52 Coulombe St.
Thomas O. Hathaway, 233 Hathaway Rd.
Leon Lambert, 9 Hope St.
Flenry E. Reed, 11 Main St.
Arthur F. Resendes, 82 Middle Rd.
Charles D. Bennett. 88 Main St.
Otis J. Tripp, 35 Perry St.
Frederick E. Ashley, 1443 Main St.
Nere IT. Bourgeois. 153 So. Main St.
Avelino Tavares, Keene Rd.
Henry LeBeouf, 32 Jean St.
Joseph F. Dabrowski, 112 Main St.
Frederick O. Tripp, 35 Perry St.
Robert E. Parker. 588 Middle Rd.
Conrad H. Gauttier, 162 So. Main St.
August Bourque, 8 Nye Ave.
Henry L. Guilbeault, Wing Lane
Henry M. Allain. 229 Main St.
Arthur Desrochers, 189 So. Main St.
Harlow F. Sherman, 296 Hathaway Rd.
Frank P. Crandon. 1209 Main St.
Albert R. Boucher. 9 Bardsley St.
Arthur A. Dupre. 13 Main St.
Alfred M. B. Cory, 83 So. Main St.
Charles K. Beals. 99 So. Main St.
Saul Guilbeault. 84 Wing St.
Joseph A. Richard. 16 Hope St.
Laborer
Farmer
Bookkeeper
Mason
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Merchant
Farmer
Mill Operative
Merchant
Farmer
Farmer
Druggist
Operative
Painter
Machinist
Mill Operative
Farmer
Farmer
Grocer-Clerk
Mason
Carpenter
Carpenter
Farmer
Laborer
Mill
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Jerry J. Riendeau, 9 Hathaway Rd. Bookkeeper
Alexander Vincent, 733 Main St. Foreman
George A. Cobb, 357 Middle Rd. Chauffeur
Albert Meunier, 12 Nye Ave. Chauffeur
Alfred T. LeBlanc, 9 Hope St. Overseer
Ezra F. Chadwick, 1539 Main St. Farmer
Wilfred A. Fortin, 187 Main St. Dairyman
Hyman Fleish, Gammons Rd. Farmer
Louis A. Dube, 21 Russell St. Machinist
Edward M. Yeager, 605 Main St. Merchant
Leonel Lawrence, 62 Jean St. Mill Operative
Felix Gaucher, 50 So. Main St. Carpenter
William T. Howland, 211 Mendall Rd. Farmer
Lawrence C. Maud, 66 Slocum St. Floor Surfacer
Clifton E. Geggatt, 1117 Main St. Mechanic
Adelard Jacques, 194 Main St. Mill Operative
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INCIDENTALS ACCOUNT
Annual Appropriation $5,000.00
Expenditures
Town Reports $379.20
Telephones 185.55
Printing, Stationery and Postage 732.15
Insurance on Standard Weights and
Measures 20.25
Water and Repairs to Town Owned
Houses 65.36
Association Fees 6.00
Automobile Hire 5.00
Burglary Insurance 29.58
Surety Bonds 328.00
Land Court Entry Fees 1,275.50
Recording Certificates of Foreclosure
and of Low Value 151.10
Recording Disclaimers and Tax Title
Deeds. 53.10
Tax Sale Advertising 60.31
Blue Prints 59.00
Listing Conveyances 78.60
Certification of Notes 20.00
Counsel Fees and Disbursements made
by Counsel 935.01
Registrars of Voters 85.46
Election Officers 97.02
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Rent of Grange Hall for Election
Repairs to Ballot Boxes
Unexpended balance
10.00
12.38
4,588.57
411.43
$5,000.00
TOWN HALL
Annual Appropriation $800.00
Transferred from Resc:rve Fund 20.98
$820.98
Expenditures
Janitor <5111.50
Chairs 67.27
Towels 12.00
Fuel 147.30
Lights 128.01
Janitor's Supplies 5.55
Painting and Repairs 328.27
Rental of Chairs 1.88
Decorations 6.50
Water 11.50
819.78
Unexpended balance 1.20
$820.98
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Annual Appropriation $2,300.00
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Expenditures
Chief $1,152.96
Officers 896.20
Telephone 127.79
Towels 12.00
Equipment and Repairs 24.15
Fuel 77.25
Printing, Stationery and Postage 9.60
2,299.95
Unexpended balance -05
$2,300.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Annual Appropriation $3,000.00
Expenditures
Chief $141.30
Chief's Maintenance 428.40
Firemen 784.95
Telephone 108.15
Siren Power 107.52
Garage Rent 208.08
Apparatus Supplies and Repairs 33.67
Hose and New Equipment 909.00
Supplies 20.33
Printing and Stationery 36.25
Issuing Fuel Oil Storage Permits 7.00
Accident Insurance 12o.00
2,909.65
Unexpended balance 90.35
$3,000.00
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HYDRANT SERVICE
Annual Appropriation $2,825.00
Annual cost for Hydrant Service $2,825.00
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Annual Appropriation $122.00
Transferred from Reserve Fund 5.08
$127.08
Expenditures
Sealer's Salary $108.00
Equipment 19.08
$127.08
FORESTRY DEPARTMENT
Annual Appropriation $50.00
Expenditures
Labor $50.00
DISTRICT NURSE
Annual Appropriation $432.00
Expenditures
Nurse's Salary $364.50
Telephone 67.50
$432.00
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SEWER PUMPING CHARGES
Annual Appropriation $126.00
Annual cost to New Bedford for
Sewer Pumping $126.00
MAINTENANCE OF ISOLATION HOSPITAL
Annual Appropriation $100.00
Expenditures
Lights $48.96
Fuel 4.00
Repairs 31.00
Materials 11.07
95.03
Unexpended balance 4.97
$100.00
STREET LIGHTS
Annual Appropriation $1,704.20
Contract 1,635.30
Unexpended balance 68.90
$1,704.20
GENERAL HIGHWAYS
Annual Appropriation $5,500.00
Transferred from Reserve Fund 1,500.00
Expenditures
Superintendent $734.00
$7,000.00
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Wages 1,980.10
Truck Hire 1,771.50
Stone, Gravel, Patching Materials, etc. 801.55
Equipment and Repairs 773.77
Repairs to Trucks 101.29
Garage Rent 104.00
Kerosene, Gasoline, Oil and Tires 704.94
Care of Traffic Beacon 28.70
6 999 RS
Unexpended balance .15
$7,000.00
SNOW REMOVAL
Annual Appropriation $100.00
Expenditures
Wages $16.00
Sand 41.00
Repairs to Plows 42.56
99 S6
Unexpended balance .44
$100.00
HIGHWAYS — Chapter 90, Perry Street, 1936
Carried forward from 1936 $2,358.67
State and County Shares 6,250.00
$8,608.67
Transferred from Reserve Fund 30.43
$8,639.10
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Expenditures
Contract $8,537.60
Stone Bounds and Guard Rails 101.50
$8,639.10
HIGHWAYS — Chapter 90, Perry Street, 1937
Annual Appropriation
State and County Shares
$2,500.00
6,000.00
$8,500.00
Expenditures
Contract
Catch Basin Covers, and Bounds
Advertising
$6,534.59
76.34
61.18
$6,672.11
1,827.89Unexpended balance
HIGHWAYS CONSTRUCTION AND
RECONSTRUCTION
$8,500.00
Annual Appropriation $2,500.00
Loan as Authorized by Vote of Town 20,000.00
$22,500.00
Expenditures
Superintendent $ 750.00
Wages 5.467.75
Truck Hire 1,388.50
Gravel, Culverts, Coal, Tar, etc. 6,527.08
Roller Supplies 50.25
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Gasolene and Oil 496.14
$14,679.72
Unexpended balance 7,820.28
$22,500.00
SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' RELIEF
Annual Appropriation $1,000.00
Expenditures
State Aid $ 47.50
Fuel 39.00
Groceries 351.00
Cash 90.00
Medicine and Medical Attendance 67.87
Shoes 44.00
. $639.37
Unexpended balance 360.63
$1,000.00
BRISTOL COUNTY TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL
Annual Appropriation $2,477.82
Paid to Bristol County $2,477.82
NOTES AND INTERESTS
Annual Appropriation $7,700.00
Expenditures
Payments of Notes and Interest on
Loans $7,223.30
Unexpended balance 476.70
$7,700.00
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MEMORIAL PURPOSES
Annual Appropriation $40.00
Expenditures
Wreaths, Flowers and Flags $40.00
INSURANCE ON PUBLIC BUILDINGS
Annual Appropriation $442.40
Premiums Paid on Insurance Schedule $442.40
RESERVE FUND
Annual Appropriation $4,000.00
Transfers
Town Hall $20.98
Sealer of Weigllits and Measures 5.08
Flight"ays 1,500.00
Improvement of Perry Street 30.43
Public Welfare 2,443.51
$4,000.00
SALARIES APPROPRIATED AND PAID
Moderator $ 20.00
Town Clerk 72.00
Treasurer and Collector 1,350.00
Clerk in Collector's Office 780.00
Selectmen and Public Welfare, Chairman 500.00
Selectmen and Public Welfare, Other
Two Members 600.00
Clerk of Selectmen and Public
Welfare 600.00
Town Accountant 400.00
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Assessors' Clerk 936.00
Assessors 720.00
Inspector of Animals 80.00
Members of Board of Health 85.00
Clerk- $50.00
Chairman 25.00
Other Member 10.00
Nurse 432.00
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF
PUBLIC WELFARE
To the Citizens of the Town of Acushnet:
The Board of Public Welfare herewith respectively submit
a report of their expenditures during the year ending Decem
ber 31, 1937.
Annual Appropriation $12,000.00
Transferred from Reserve Fund 2,443.51
$14,443.51
Expenditures
Stationery $ 8.16
Clothing and Surplus Commodities 130.63
Groceries 3,683.50
Fuel 627.87
Board and Care 1,520.50
Medicine and Medical Attendance 1,722.49
Transportation to State Institution 6.70
Cash 950.00
Transportation to CCC Receiving Stationi 30.00
Aid to Dependant Children 78.00
Shoes 195.85
Burials 120.00
Relief by Other Cities 5,026.66
Relief by Other Towns 138.80
Mothers' Aid by Other City 202.91
14,442.07
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Unexpended balance 1-44
$14,443.51
A total of 93 cases were aided, 59 Town cases, 19 Cases
of Other Cities and Towns and 15 State cases.
Respectfully submitted,
FREDERICK O. TRIPP,
HENRY L. GUILBEAULT,
WALTON E. BRALEY,
Board of Public Welfare.
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REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
To the Citizens of the Town of Acushnet:
The Bureau of Old Age Assistance herewith submit a re-.
port of their expenditures during the year ending December
31, 1937.
Annual Appropriation $12,000.00
United States Grants for Old Age Assistance 10.106.19
United States Grants for Administration of Old
Age Assistance 301.48
$22,407.67
Expenditures
Cash Allowances $19,464.07
Administration 301.48
Medical Aid 21.00
Burials 75.00
Cases Chargeable to Acushnet 836.66
Stationery 9.79
«p^U,/Uo.UU
Unexpended balance 1,699.67
$22,407.67
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A total of 73 cases were granted assistance, 52 Town
cases, 14 cases of Other Cities and Towns and 7 State cases.
Respectfully submitted,
FREDERICK O. TRIPP,
HENRY L. GUILBEAULT,
Bureau of Old Age Assistance
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ASSESSORS' REPORT FOR 1937
Population of the Town January 1, 1937 4.075
Men of age for military service 759
Number of Polls 1,167
Number of persons assessed on real estate 1,214
Number of persons assessed on personal estate 268
Value of assessed stock in trade $ 9,325.00
Value of assessed live stock 68,965.00
Value of assessed machinery 120,585.00
Value of all other assessed tangible
personal property 7,855.00
Value of assessed tangible personal
estate $206,730.00
Value of buildings excluding land $1,626,100.00
Value of land excluding buildings 810,555.00
Value of assessed real estate $2,436,655.00
Total value of assessed estate $2,643,385.00
Tax on Polls $ 2,334.00
Tax on Personal Estate 7,442.28
Tax on Real Estate 87,719.58
Tax for State, County and Town $ 97,495.86
Tax Rate per $1,000.00 36.00
Number of horses assessed 85
Number of cows assessed 765
Number of sheep assessed 11
Number of neat cattle assessed 72
Number of swine assessed 32
Number of dwelling houses assessed 905
Number of acres of land assessed 10.615
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Number of fowl assessed 15,498
Valuation of fowl $15,498.00
Number of turkeys assessed 206
Valuation of turkeys $412.00
RECAPITULATION SHEET OF 1937
Appropriations from Available Funds
November 23, 1936 $ 5,127.66
Annual Appropriation March 6, 1937 127,981.24
Appropriations from Available Funds
March 6, 1937 2,903.36
1933 Overlay Deficit 142.32
1934 Overlay Deficit 124.53
State Assessments:
State Tax 6,440.00
Auditing Municipal Accounts 876.09
State Parks & Reservations 78.41
Veterans' Exemptions 21.78
County Assessments:
County Tax 5,187.22
Tuberculosis Hospital 2,477.82
Overlay of current year 3,877.92
Total $155,238.35
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS
Income Tax $10,921.97
Corporation Taxes 2.035.07
Corporations Taxes—Machinery, Chap.
58, Sec. 20 5,645.29 '
Motor Vehicle Excise 4,780.00
Licenses 2,310.00
Fines 202.39
General Government 531.96
Protection of Persons and Property 60.00
Health and Sanitation 565.00
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Charities 1,700.00
Old Age Assistance 4,285.00
Soldiers' Benefits 130.00
Schools 4,500.00
Rent of Town Owned Houses 300.00
Interest on Taxes and Assessments 1.200.00
Sale of Foreclosed Property 525.00
Total Estimated Receipts $39,691.68
State Tax raised in 1936 in excess of
amounts paid:
Veterans' Exemption
State Parks
Available Funds, Authorized by Com
missioner, 11/27/36
Available Funds. Authorized by Com
missioner 12/2/36
Available Funds, Authorized by Com
missioner 3/12/37
Available Funds, Authorized by Com
missioner 3/26/37
Total Deductions
Net Amount raised by taxation on polls
and property
Number of Polls 1,167 @ $2.00
Total Valuation $2,643,385.00
Tax Rate $36.00
Property Tax
19.39
.40
5,100.00
27.66
1.187.63
11.715.73
$ 57,742.49
)
$ 97,495.86
$2,334.00
$95,161.86
$97,495.86
LIST OF TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR
FOR 1937
Town Tax $95,161.86
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Subsequent Assessment .54
Total Town Tax $95,162.40
Acushnet Fire and Water District Tax $ 5,230.64
Poll Tax $ 2,330.00
Subsequent Assessments 18.00
Total Poll Tax Commitment $2,348.00
Excise Tax (On 1,126 Motor Vehicles) $5,789.96
Total 1937 Commitments to Collector $108,531.00
LOUIS GAUDETTE, Chairman,
WILLIAM FAWCETT,
PERCIVAL L. ASHLEY,
Board of Assessors of Acushnet.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The Fire Department of the Town of Acushnet desires to
submit the thirteenth annual report for the year ending Decem
ber 31st, 1937. During the year the Fire Department answered
46 calls, 12 were building fires, 24 were brush fires, 6 were
chimney fires, 1 automobile fire, and 3 still alarms.
Payroll ending January 1937 $ 43.80
Payroll ending February 1937 35.80
Payroll ending March 1937 206.45
Payroll ending April 1937 98.40
Payroll ending May 1937 142.10
Payroll ending June 1937 67.90
Payroll ending July 1937 77.90
Payroll ending August 1937 20.80
Payroll ending September 1937 32.50
Payroll ending October 1937 49.15
Payroll ending November 1937 107.05
Payroll ending December 1937 44.40
Total $ 926.25
EXPENDITURES
New Bedford Gas Co., light and power $ 29.80
Maxim Motor Co., hose, stretcher, salv
age cover 153.90
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. 108.15
Rent (Fire Apparatus) 208.08
Andrew Dahill & Co., Jr., hose, extin
guishers 707.40
Raoul Bergeron, insurance 125.00
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Samuel Ward Co., replacement of eye
glasses 13.00
Albert Waring, printing 14.50
George Kirby Paint Co. 3.60
Days Electric Shop, installation of siren
button 77.72
Otis Eldredge, boots 63.00
Romain Poyant, repairs 1.50
C. E. Beckman Co., soda, acid, pyrene 3.73
Raymond St. Jean, gas, oil, repairs 11.57
Chief's maintenance 428.40
Jean's Motor Sales, gas, oil, repairs 34.05
Total $1,983.40
Payroll ending year December 31, 1937 926.25
Total expenditures $2,909.65
Total appropriation $3,000.00
Unexpended balance $ 90.35
The Fire Department distributed in different sections of
the Town fire extinguishers at the following locations as
follows
J. Perras, 1357 Main Street 3 Extinguishers
L. Morse, 837 Middle Road 4 Extinguishers
C. B. Ellis, 564 Main Street 3 Extinguishers
C. Tripp, Perry Flill Road 2 Extinguishers
R. G. Morse, Middle Road 2 Extinguishers
L. Ellis, Mandall Road 2 Extinguishers
Fred. Ashley, Long Plain Road 2 Extinguishers
William Regan, Keene Road 1 Extinguisher
These extinguishers are for the use of the public and in
case of emergency anyone having a fire and want to use these
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extinguishers will call at the nearest location to them.
In case of fire call telephone number 3939 or the Acushnet
Fire Department.
During the year a total of six (6) Blasting Permits were
issued.
The Fire Department consists of twenty eight (28) Mem
bers, ten Officers, eighteen regulars, everyone call.
Respectfully submitted,
CONRAD H. GAUTTIER,
Chief Fire Dept and Forest
Fire Warden.
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
For the Year Ending December 31, 1937
J. J. Riendeau, Collector
POLL TAXES — 1937
Commitments $2,348.00
Abatement Rescinded 2.00
$2,350.00
Collected $2,218.00
Abatements 132.00
$2,350.00
REAL ESTATE TAXES — 1937
Commitment $87,719.58
Additional Commitment -54
Refunded 175.68
Abatement Rescinded 36.00
$87,931.80
Collected $59,942.82
Abatements 1,894.14
Transferred to Tax Titles 3.137.76
Outstanding, December 31, 1937 22,957.08
$87,931.80
TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES — 1937
Commitment $7,442.28
40
Collected
Abatements
$7,374.64
36.72
Outstanding, December 31, 1937 30.92
$7,442.28
REAL ESTATE TAXES — 1936
Balance, January 1, 1937 $24,890.35
Additional Commitments 7.80
Adjustments 5.85
Tax Titles Disclaimed 176.09
ooc non MO$>£.J,\JO\J.UJ
Collected $21,238.30
Abatements 392.25
Transferred to Tax Titles 3,449.54
$25,080.09
TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES — 1936
Balance, January 1, 1937
Abatement Rescinded
$1,138.56
2.54
$1,141.10
$1,141.10
Collected
Abatements
$1,128*81
12.29
REAL ESTATE TAXES — 1935
Tax Titles Disclaimed
Additional Commitments
$169.05
10.35
$179.40
SI 79.40
Collected
Abatements
$ 48.30
131.10
41
REAL ESTATE TAXES — 1934
Tax Titles Disclaimed $160.58
Collected $ 36.05
Abatements 124.53
$160.58
REAL ESTATE TAXES — 1933
Tax Titles Disclaimed $157.75
Collected $ 35.39
Abatements 122.36
S157.75
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE — 1937
Commitments $5,789.96
Refunded 77.50
$5,867.46
Collected $5,405.17
Abatements 307.95
Outstanding, December 31, 1937 154.34
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE — 1936
Balance, January 1, 1937 $ 28.21
Additional Commitments 119.49
Refunded 1.64
Collected $145.44
Abatements 3.90
$5,867.46
$149.34
$149.34
42
ACUSHNET FIRE AND WATER
DISTRICT ASSESSMENTS
DISTRICT REAL ESTATE TAXES — 1937
Commitment $4,867.11
Refunded 13.41
$4,880.52
Collected $3,477.43
Abatements 108.06
Transferred to Tax Titles 221.06
Outstanding, December 31, 1937 1,073.97
$4,880.52
DISTRICT TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY
TAXES — 1937
Commitment $363.53
Collected $362.73
Abatements .80
DISTRICT REAL ESTATE TAXES — 1936
Balance, January 1, 1937 $1,084.67
Additional Commitments .41
Adjustments .41
Tax Titles Disclaimed 12.42
c-i 007 01x^l,\Jy/.yl
Collected $885.69
Abatements 21.98
Transferred to Tax Titles 190.24
cm nn7 m
43
DISTRICT TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY
TAXES — 1936
Balance. January 1, 1937 $16.23
Collected $15.54
Abatements -69
$16.23
DISTRICT REAL ESTATE TAXES — 1935
Tax Titles Disclaimed $19.74
Additional Commitments -51
$20.25
Collected $4.94
Abatements 15.31
$20.25
DISTRICT REAL ESTATE TAXES — 1934
Tax Titles Disclaimed $19.74
Collected $ 4.43
Abatements 15.31
$19.74
DISTRICT REAL ESTATE TAXES — 1933
Tax Titles Disclaimed $19.73
Collected $ 4.42
Abatements 15.31
$19.73
JERRY J. RIENDEAU,
Collector of Taxes for the
Town of Acushnet
44
TREASURER'S REPORT
For the Year Ending December 31, 1937
Receipts
Taxes:
1937 Levy:
Real Estate $59,942.82
Tangible Personal Property 7.374.64
Polls 2,218.00
Motor Vehicle Excise 5,405.17
1936 Levy:
Real Estate 21,238.30
Tangible Personal Property 1,128.81
Motor Vehicle Excise 145.44
1935 Levy:
Real Estate 48.30
1934 Levy:
Real Estate 36.05
1933 Levy:
Real Estate 35.39
Interest on Deferred Taxes
Demands on Poll Taxes
Tax Sale Advertisements
757.46
55.65
6.50
45
Tax Titles Redeemed:
Levy of 1937 409.72
Levy of 1936 2,361.03
Levy of 1935 2,713.51
Levy of 1934 1,663.48
Levy of 1933 450.55
Interest on Tax Titles Redeemed 593.86
Costs and Charges 46.00
Income Tax:
State Valuation Measure 2,631.52
Educational Measure 2,575.00
Income Tax 7,126.13
Chap. 362, Acts of 1936—Section 4 508.93
Corporation Tax:
Chap. 108, Acts of 1937 6,752.42
Gas. Electric Light and Water
Companies 884.76
Business 120.69
Interest .23
$127,230.36
Licenses and Permits:
Wine, Malt and Alcoholic
Beverages $2,637.92
Dog 693.00
Sunday 65.00
Pasteurization 50.00
Common Victualler 45.00
Motor Vehicle 30.00
Dance 15.75
Milk 10.50
Hawkers and Peddlers 10.00
46
Fuel Oil 9.00
Renewal of Petroleum 7.50
Taxi 2.00
Oleomargarine 1.00
Slaughter 1.00
Petroleum 1.00
Public Welfare:
State—Temporary Aid $2,266.37
Cities and Towns 840.80
Old Age Assistance:
United States Grant:
Old Age Assistance $9,045.40
Old Age Assistance Administrative 301.48
$3,578.67
$3,107.17
State 3,790.11
Cities and Towns 690.15
$13,827.14
State Aid $190.00
Veterans' Exemption $2.79
Health:
State—Subsidies $261.43
Cities and Towns 169.85
Meat Inspection Fees 46.58
<C177 .Q^
Sewer Pumping Charges $129.00
Schools:
State:
Aid to Industrial Independent
School $4,218.50
47
Tuition of Children 546.60
Refund of School Salary 132.00
$4,897.10
County Dog Fund $406.55
Library Fines $52.00
Telephone Tolls:
Fire Department $30.20
Police Department 1.56
Town Clerk's Office .35
$32.11
Court Fines $302.25
Sealer of Weights and Measures 76.29
Sale of Real Estate:
Town $2,066.98
District 48.02
2,115.00
Rental of Town Real Estate 386.20
Insurance Premiums Refunded 2.22
Highways 2.65
Refund of Land Court Foreclosure
Fees 392.87
Sale of Gravel 100.05
Sale of Voting Lists 4.00
Refund of Fees—Certification of Notes 10.00
Excess Interest on Loans
Chapter 49 Acts of 1933 44.37
Certificates of Municipal Liens * 3.00
Refund of Water Rates 8.20
Loans:
Anticipation of Revenue
Street Pavement
$40,000.00
20.000.00
48
Perry Street Construction—1936 6,250.00
Perry Street Construction—1937 6,000.00
Perry Street Construction:
State:
1936 Account $3,750.00
1937 Account 2,500.00
County:
1936 Account 2.690.94
1937 Account 1.921.16
Trust Funds:
Allen and Rhoda R. Russell Library $242.23
Russell Memorial Library
Maintenance 609.02
Russell Protestant Poor 207.79
Russell Public School 200.69
Russell Town Hall and Library 41.95
R. N. Swift Board of Health 169.68
Long Plain Cemetery Addition 11.50
Long Plain Cemetery Permanent
Care 10.49
Cemetery Perpetual Care 202.16
Acushnet Fire and Water District Taxes:
1937 Levy:
Real Estate $3,477.43
Tangible Personal
Property 362.73
$3,840.16
$72,250.00
$10,862.10
$1,695.51
49
1936 Levy:
Real Estate $8S5.69
Tangible Personal
Property 15.54
901.23
1935 Levy:
Real Estate 4.94
1934 Levy:
Real Estate 4.43
1933 Levy:
Real Estate 4.42
Interest on Deferred Taxes 32.83
Tax Titles Redeemed:
1937 Levy $ 29.23
1936 Levy 123.94
1935 Levy 209.53
1934 Levy 140.60
1933 Levy 41.16
Interest on Tax Titles Re
deemed 43.20
587.66
$5,375.67
Total Receipts for the Year Ending
December 31, 1937 $247,561.13
Balance. January 1, 1937 25,883.41
$273,444.54
50
Disbursements
Schools $46,432.00
Vocational Schools 10,451.75
Free Public Library 805.29
Acushnet Library Fund .97
Old Age Assistance $10,300.33
Old Age Assistance—U. S. Grant 10,106.19
Old Age Assistance Administrative
—U. S. Grant 301.48
20,708.00
Public Welfare 14.442.07
Soldiers' and Sailors' Relief 639.37
Bristol County Tuberculosis Hospital 2,477.82
Board of Health 2.140.19
District Nurse 432.00
Isolation Hospital 95.03
Inspector of Animals 80.00
Fire Department 2,909.65
Hydrant Services 2,825.00
Police Department 2.299.95
Sealer of Weights and Measures 127.08
Suppression of Moths 50.00
Highways:
General Appropriation $ 6,999.85
Construction and Reconstruction 14,679.72
21.679.57
Snow Removal 99.56
Improvement of Perry Street:
1936 Account $8,639.10
1937 Account 6,672.11
15.311.21
51
Street Lights 1,635.30
Notes and Interest:
Loans:
Fixed Debt $ 6,150.00
Improvement of Perry Street—1936
Account 6,250.00
Improvement of Perry Street—1937
Account 6,000.00
Anticipation of Revenue Loans 40,000.00
Interest:
Fixed Debt 598.51
Improvement of Perry Street—1936
Account 15.97
Improvement of Perry Street—1937
Account 10.17
Highway Construction and Recon
struction 178.89
Anticipation of Revenue 269.76 .
59,473.30
Incidentals and Office Equipment 4,588.57
Maintenance of Town Hall, Furniture
and Equipment 819.78
Assessors' Salaries:
Chairman $ 288.00
Other Two Members at $216.00 432.00
Clerk 921.42
1,641.42
Treasurer and Collector's Salary $1,350.00
Clerk 780.00
2.130.00
52
Selectmen and Board of Public Welfare
Salaries:
Chairman $ 500.00
Other Two Members at $300.00 600.00
Clerk 600.00
1,700.00
Board of Health Salaries:
Chairman $ 25.00
Member Serving as Clerk 50.00
Other Member 10.00
85.00
400.00Town Accountant's Salary
Town Clerk's Salary 72.00
Moderator's Salary 20.00
Park 299.77
Sewer Pumping Charges 126.00
Memorial Purposes 40.00
Insurance on Buildings 442.40
Dog Licenses 696.60
Premium Account 10.00
State Assessments:
State Tax 6,860.00
Auditing Town Accounts 876.09
State Parks and Reservations 113.92
County Tax 5.187.22
Income on Trust Funds Expended :
Allen and Rhoda R. Russell $ 242.23
Russell Memorial Library Maintenance 609.02
Russell Protestant Poor 207.79
Russell Public School 200.69
Russell Town Hall and Library 41.95
R. N. Swift Board of Health 169.68
Loner Plain Cemeterv Addition 11.50
53
Long Plain Cemetery Permanent Care 10.49
Cemetery Perpetual Care 202.16
1,695.51
District Taxes:
Levy of 1937 $3,826.75
Levy of 1936 901.23
Levy of 1935 4.94
Levy of 1934 4.43
Levy of 1933 4.42
Interest on Deferred Taxes 32.83
Tax Titles Redeemed:
Levy of 1937 $ 29.23
Levy of 1936 123.94
Levy of 1935 209.53
Levy of 1934 140.60
Levy of 1933 41.16
Interest on Tax Titles Redeemed 43.20
Sale of Real Estate 48.02 .
5,410.28
Refunds :
Taxes:
Levy of 1937 $175.68
Motor Vehicle Excise 1936 1.64
Motor Vehicle Excise 1937 77.50
District Taxes:
Levy of 1937 13.41
268.23
Total Disbursements for the Year End
ing December 31, 1937 $238,597.90
Balance, December 31, 1937 34,846.64
$273,444.54
54
Cash Reconciliation, December 31, 1937
Balance per Cash Book $34,846.64
Add—Outstanding Checks 8,568.84
$43,415.48
Balance per Merchants National Bank
of New Bedford $43,042.06
Add—Cash on Hand 373.42
$43,415.48
UNREDEEMED TAX TITLES
December 31, 1937
Levy of 1937 $2,715.98
Levy of 1936 4.815.95
Levy of 1935 2,812.91
Levy of 1934 1,944.87
&IO OOO 71
"^^^^^~~^^^^^ ^piwji.O-'./ 1
District:
Levy of 1937 $ 190.72
Levy of 1936 244.65
Levy of 1935 253.38
Levy of 1934 146.65
led Tax Titles
°^S 10OJJ.TV
Total Unredeen
December 31, 1937 $13,125.11
CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS
NAME OF FUND
Allen and White
Blackmer, Herbert A.
Braley, Isaac V.
Bumpus, Nathan
Burt, Joseph W.
Cathell, James
Chadwick, Francis
Cory, Samuel, Jr.
Cottle, Ruhannah IT.
Davis, Mary S.
Davis, Richard
Davis. Walter A.
Ellis, Capt. Ebenezer
Fowler, John B.
Geggatt. John
Hamlin, James B.
Hammett, Capt. John M.
Hammett, Alice
ITickey, Elizabeth Ann
Balance Dividends Withdrawn Balance
Principal Jan. 1, 1937 1937 1937 Dec. 31. 1937
$100.00 $110.15 $3.32 $4.00 $109.47
100.00 100.00 3.02 3.02 100.00
100.00 101.63 3.07 3.00 101.70
100.00 107.40 3.25 5.00 105.65
60.00 60.65 1.82 2.47 60.00
100.00 167.65 5.06 6.00 166.71
75.00 75.00 2.27 2.27 75.00
100.00 155.38 4.69 160.07 ^
100.00 101.52 3.07 4.00 100.59 °'
200.00 350.32 10.58 10.00 350.90
100.00 104.97 3.15 4.00 104.12
100.00 103.09 3.11 4.00 102.20
75.00 75.00 2.27 2.27 75.00
200.00 344.79 10.40 12.00 343.19
75.00 93.07 2.81 4.00 91.88
200.00 405.71 12.25 417.96
75.00 75.00 2.27 2.27 75.00
100.00 104.01 3.14 4.00 103.15
100.00 108.85 3.27 5.00 107.12
CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS—Continued
NAM 10 OF FUND
Keen, Hervey B.
Leonard, Eben F.
Leonard, Ebenezer
Mendall, Ellis
Merrick, Charles
Morse, Albert S., Jr.
Morse, Alfred
Morse, Edward
Morse, Edward C.
Nye, Sally
Omey, Joseph C.
Omey, William and Albert
Parker, George J.
Parker, Jonathan and Lucy
Perry, Charles J.
Perry, H. and G. Barton
Perry, John S.
Phipps, Henry G.
Pierce, Samuel
Principal
Balance
Jan. 1, 1937
Dividends
1937
Withdrawn Balance
1937 Dec. 31, 1937
100.00 100.00 3.02 3.02 100.00
100.00 100.58 3.03 3.00 100.61
50.00 50.00 1.50 1.50 50.00
100.00 117.14 3.53 10.00 110.67
100.00 101.34 3.05 104.39
100.00 103.98 3.13 4.00 103.11
100.00 113.19 3.41 4.00 112.60
200.00 203.03 6.14 9.17 200.00 ^
23.75 23.75 .71 .71 23.75 <*
100.00 152.72 4.61 157.33
100.00 100.00 3.02 3.02 100.00
100.00 111.36 3.37 5.00 109.73
100.00 • 168.84 5.09 173.93
100.00 148.72 4.47 4.00 149.19
100.00 127.79 3.85 5.00 126.64
50.00 50.00 1.50 1.50 50.00
100.00 111.40 3.37 6.00 108.77
100.00 100.00 3.02 3.02 100.00
150.00 285.38 8.62 10.00 284.00
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TRUST FUNDS
NAME OF FUND Principal
Rogers, Henry H., Gift $2,500.00
Russell, Allen & Rboda R„
. Library 7.591.60
Russell Memorial Library
Maintenance
Russell Protestant Poor
Russell Public Scbool
Russell Town Hall and Library
Russell Acushnet Cemetery
Corporation
R. N. Swift Board of Health
Long Plain Cemetery Addition
Long Plain Cemetery Permanent
Care 347.00
Balance
Jan. 1, 1937
$ 619.79
8.113.76
Dividends
1937
$ 18.73
245.23
Withdrawn
1937
$242.23
Balance
Dec. 31. 1937
$ 638.52
8.116.76
7,447.22 8,052.53 232.09 609.02 7,675.60
9,912.00 10.494.94 314.50 207.79 10,601.65 ^
7,067.30 7,193.26 214.40 200.69
CO
7.206.97
2.789.40 2,791.19 83.74 41.95 2,832.98
579.80 598.78 18.08 616.86
5,656.89 5,656.89 169.68 169.68 5,656.89
655.00 456.31 13.79 11.50 458.60
347.00 10.49 10.49 347.00
SCHEDULE OF OUTSTANDING DEBT, December 31, 1937
FIXED DEBT
N<otes Amount Rate Loan Total
NAME OF LOAN Date of 1Jian Oilist anding of Each of % Matures Outstanding
Marie S. Howard School July 1, 1919 2 $1,250.00 4% 1939 $2,500.00
Mason \V. Burt Memorial
School Dec. 1. 1920 1 1.798.00 5V4 1938 1.798.00
Ul
Combination Pumper May 15. 1933 1 900.00 6 1938 900.00
^o
Municipal Relief Loan Sept. 1, 1933 1 2,000.00 3*4 1938 2,000.00
Street Pavement Loan June 30, 1937 5 4,000.00 1% 1942 20,000.00
$27,198.00
JERRY J. RIENDEAU,
Treasurer.
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
BIRTHS RECORDED IN 1937
Date Name of Child
Jan. 2 Gautreau, Claire Marie Antoinette
Jan. 8 Illegitimate
Jan. 8 Lopes, Frederick Albert
Jan. 8 Fonseca, Carol Lee
Jan. 11 Stillborn
Jan. 15 Sherman, Earl Franklin, Jr.
Jan. 17 Vincent, Phillip Wilfred
Jan. 19 Tripp, Frederick Otis
Jan. 22 Illegitimate
Jan. 22 Manchester, Janet Evelyn
Jan. 23 Chase, Sally-Lou
Jan. 25 Counsell, Joyce Ann
Jan. 25 Paulino, Dolores
Jan. 27 Cunningham, Robert Hillman
Jan. 31 Howard, Ellen Louise
Feb. 3 Rapoza,
Feb. 5 Viera, Frank Charles
Feb. 17 Ponte, Pricilla May
Feb. 18 Savaria, Raymond Warren
Feb. 18 Jacques, Jacqueline Marie
Names of Parents
Amedee and Alice M. J.
Albert George and Lily May
George and Katherine
Earl Franklin and Mary Price
Manuel Joseph and Ethel May
Otis J. and Claire L.
Fremont John and Avis May
Ralph Howland and Florence A.
Arthur and Elizabeth
Anthony and Rose
Hillman A. and Jessie
Arthur F., Jr., and Sophronia
Joseph and Dorothy
Frank and Carol Goldies
John Gonsalves, Jr. and Elsie
Charles Henry and Angeline
Emanuel C. and Adelma M.
Maiden Name
of Mother
Hubert
MacLean
Roche
Seguin
Harrington
Harpin
Coggeshall
Westgate
Hardman
Frezza
Harrop
Ashley
Francis
Pittsley
Gaspar
Mello
Bourgeois
o
Feb. 20 Desnoyer, Ernest Richard
Feb. 22 Golen, Clara Helen
Feb. 25 Cambra, Edward
Feb. 26 Fareas, Russel John
Feb. 28 Fernandes, Antone
Mar. 6 Gifford, James Langdon
Mar. 9 Gifford,
Mar. 16 Boissoneau, Helene Antoinette
Mar. 19 Bergeron, Robert Albert
Mar. 19 Pereira, Norma
Mar. 20 O'Leary, Dennis Michael
Mar. 26 Best, Fredrick, Jr.
Mar. 27 Draper, Cathleen Anne
Mar. 28 Dearden, David John
Mar. 28 Dexter, Barbara Eleanor
Apr. 3 Goguen, Albert Alphonse Joseph
Apr. 6 Texeira, Anthony, Jr.
Apr. 7 Marra, Gale Louise
Apr. 9 Vaughan, David Weston
Apr. 14 Earner, John Joseph
Apr. 14 Swartz, Theresa Beverly
Apr. 14 Riendeau, Janice Ann
Apr. 19 Garcia, Michael
Apr. 20 Briden, Arlene Virginia
Apr. 20 Sylvia, Mary Evelyn
Apr. 20 Chevalier, Shirley Evelyn
Apr. 22 Braley, Raymond Everett, Jr.
Delphis and Olive Cormier
Frank and Bertha Kuczera
Manuel, Jr. and Georgiana P. Ponte
Antone and Mary Thomas
Antone and Mary Motta
Merton Shepherd and Harriett Spaulding
Alton and Susan H. Jones
Aurele and Antoinette Desrochers
Albert and Helenda St. Amand
Antonio and Francisca Silva
Francis Daniel and Evelyn Fontes
Frederick and Ruth Houston
John Winfield and Jeanne W. Brigham
John Harold and Irene Salt
Raiph E. and Eleanor F. Bousquet
Alphonse and Rose Alma Abrain
Anthony and Mary Andrews
Joseph Everett and Eunice Miller
James Edwin and Emma Thorn
Jonathan J. and Annie E. Davenport
John and Evelyn Maude Crowther
Jerry J. and Georgiana L. Madeiros
Manuel S. and Annie C. Weir
Walter James, Jr. and Ila L. Searles
John Rosa and Evelyn May Ennes
Louis C. and Dorothy A. LaFleur
Raymond Everett and Marjorie Cobb
On
BIRTHS—Continued
Name of Child
Date
Apr. 23 Montigny, Paul Francis
Apr. 21 Langill, Willard Kenneth, Jr.
Apr. 26 Bernier, Claire Diane
Apr. 26 Drisdell, Norman Andre
Apr. 28 Rua, Flora
Apr. 28 Duarte, Donald A.
Apr. 30 Cowen, George Washington, Jr.
May 5 Akin, Lillian Jennett
May 10 Curtis, Betty Jewyl
May 8 Illegitimate
May 8 Niles, Alvin Warren
May 14 Fermino, Pedro Joseph, Jr.
May 14 Broadband, Thomas Edward
May 14 Albert, Betty Marie
May 18 Lagesse, Marie Germaine Diane
May 19 Parent, William Joseph
May 20 Wilbur, Elizabeth Anne
May 20 Johnson, Elizabeth Audrey
May 22 Figgs, Barbara Woodburn
May 26 Breton, Maurine
May 27 Hemmann, Joan
May 28 Stillborn
May 31 Bernache, Marie Bernice Jeannette
Names of Parents
Walter Francis and Margaret M.
Willard K. and Dorothy Agnes
Omer J. and Aurea M.
Anthony J. and Marguerite
Abilio and Laura
Manuel and Deolinda
George Washington and Eleanor
Frederick W. and Eva
Claude II. and Emma J.
Herbert M. and Mildred E.
Pedro Joseph and Hazel W.
Terrence and Clara
Anthony A. and Mary
George E. and Marie A. G.
Leo and Ella M.
William W. and Louise E.
Wilbur D. and Beatrice B.
Isaac G. and Annie M.
Joseph F. and Stephanie
Jesse and Helen
Eugene A. and Alida L.
Maiden Name
of Mother
Paul
Sylvia
Poirier
Tremblay
Belval
Prenda
Botelho
Harding
d'Orsay
DeMoranville
Haynes
Winsper
Correia
Guenette
Ashworth
Jennings
Robinson
Morey
Baldiga
Sylvia
Leduc
0\
bo
June 6
June 10
June 12
June 15
June 21
June 22
June 24
June 25
June 25
June 27
June 29
June 29
June 20
July 2
July 5
July 7
July 8
July 8
July 9
July 10
July 11
July 14
July 21
July 22
July 22
July 24
July 25
Almond, Eunice May
Belliveau, Paul Donald
Haskell, Nancy Jane
Durocher, Lillian Madelaine
Dulude, Rita Laura
Ward, Paul Reynolds
Faria, Alfred
Roberts, Gerel Craig
Singleton, Patricia Eleanor
Souza, Manuel
Guillette, Claudette Evelina
LaCroix, David James
LeBoeuf, Louise Edith
Morel, William Alexander
Lyons, Neil
Bouchard, Pauline Doris
Reed, Royal Richmond
Illegitimate
Hennessy, Mary Elizabeth
Barber, Robert Conn
Blouin, Arthur Francis
Bassett, Arthur Edward, Jr.
Poirier, Mary Gertrude Juliette
Travers,
Barcellos, Robert
Soares, Patricia Anne
Reynolds, Patricia
George H. and Mary F. Stowell
Edward J. and Albertine Jaillet
John L. and Ruth C. Brown
Alphonse and Florida Desorcy
Eleodore and Alice Moquin
Frederick R. and Catherine Foley
Frank V., Jr. and Florence Goguen
George H. and Marguerite J. Craig
Thomas E. and Sophie M. Kopaczewski
Manuel and Custodria Ponte
Aldei E. and Blanche Viola Fortier
Alfred J. and Denise M. Beique
Alexander and Marjorie Pittsley
Alfred and Glenna Lillian Metcalf
William C. and Frances C. Howland
Henry J. and Rose Alma Langevin
Royal R. and Eva E. Brown
John F. and Mary E. Stone
John R. and Ruby R. Conn
Arthur F. and Evelyn A. Haslam
Arthur E. and Florence Bumpus
Alphee and Rosalie Cote
Manuel and Juliette St. Amand
John and Rose Leclair
Anthony, Jr. and Beatrice Rozario
Edward and Margaret Weir
a
BIRTHS—Continued
Name of Child
Date
July 26 Poyant, Lucien Pierre, Jr.
July 30 Fawcett, Ethel Annis
Aug. 1 Ricard, Charles
Aug. 2 Girard, Roger Andre
Aug. 10 Demilio, Paul Robert
Aug. 12 Holmes, Caryn Sue
Aug. 14 Illegitimate
Aug. 14 Paquin, Lorraine Aline
Aug. 14 Jackson, Margaret Dawn
Aug. 19 Illegitimate
Aug. 24 Pacheco, Miriam Ann
Aug. 27 Lambert, Joan
Aug. 29 Stillborn
Aug. 30 Courchaine, Marie Jeannette
Sept. 3 Illegitimate
Sept. 3 Hubert, Joseph Paul Andre
Sept. 7 Magalhaes, Irene Julieta
Sept. 13 Costa, Dianna May
Sept. 15 Lewis, Charles Robert
Sept. 18 Beaulieu, Clement Romeo
Sept. 21 Bergeron, Margaret Alice
Sept. 21 Southworth, Alfred Roberts
Sept. 22 Jackson,
Names of Parents
Lucien P. and Anna
William, Jr. and Alice II.
Leo and Lillian Simone
Armand J. and Blanche M.
John J. and Antoinette
James, Jr. and Marie F.
Romeo and Loretta
Colin and Theresa Veronica
Manuel J. and Alice G.
Arthur A. and Helen M.
Albert D. and Marie II.
Paul J. and Antoinette
Antonio T. P. and Olimpia
Manuel and Roberta
Arthur and Mildred N.
Romeo J. and Jeannette S.
Albert and Mildred
William T. and Alice
Albert W. and Claribel J.
Maiden Name
of Mother
Loranger
Dabrowski
Harbeck
Duff
Goddu
Crosby
Marchessault
Dyer
Burns
Potter
Gagnon
Robitaille
Casus
McCardell
Barker
Belanger
Leistritz
Roberts
Burgess
2
Sept. 27
Sept. 29
Oct. 2
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 8
Oct. 10
Oct. 12
Oct. 20
Oct. 22
Oct. 24
Oct. 25
Oct. 29
Oct. 30
Nov. 1
Nov. 12
Nov. 13
Nov. 16
Nov. 19
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 26
Nov. 26
Nov. 28
Nov. 30
Nov. 30
Dec. 5
Martel, Paul
Stillborn
Dufresne, Janice Florence
Resendes, Jeannette Anne
Kamienski, Donald Richard
Cormier, Rolande Jeannette
Francis, Donald Richard
Barcellos, Delores Rita
Croteau, William George
Coelho, Beatrice V.
Briggs, Doris Loretta
Dahlberg, Evelyn Elizabeth
Stillborn
Boudreau, Constance Laura
Bessette, Normand Lorenzo
Chadwick, Maureen Elizabeth
Rose, Janice Marie
Bouchard, Isabel Vera
Cormier, Paul Robert
Stillborn
Morse, Francis Jenney
Gautreau, Frederick Henry
Emerson, John Francis
Boardman, Robert Gerald
Deschamps, Omer Henry
Deptula, Alfred Stanley
Ororino, Ann Philomena
Maurice and Laura
Peter and Ella Marie
Frank F., Jr. and Mary
Edward A. and Jennie M.
Norman R. and Alice A.
Edmund and Edna
Manuel and Alice Marrion
Wenceslas and Alice
Jose V. and Mary
Harold L. and Annette V.
Floyd J. E. and Evelyn E.
Adelard and Claudia
Henry and Mary Jane
William F. and Isabel K.
Casemir and Josephine
Raymond J. and Edith E.
William and Rose Emma
Richmond and Jennie
Frederick J. and Vivian
Carl E. and Alice A.
Horatio W. and Edith
Roger O. and Marie J. Y.
Walter J. and Alexandra H.
Vito Nicola and Rose
Gautreau
Labrie
Sousa
Kowalska
Leger
Hayden
Fletcher
Daigneault
Gouveia
Gladu
Hubbard
Caouette
Poulin
Oliver
Rogers
Davoll
Charest
Ellis
Hotte
Bouvier
Youngs
Bertrand
Kiluk
Travaglino
Date
Dec. 6
Dec. 11
Dec. 16
Dec. 18
Dec. 23
BIRTHS—Continued
Name of Child
Landry, Robert Lees
Rocha, Charles, Jr.
Boynton, George Wilson, 3rd
Sylvia, Frederic Roger
Izdepski, Barbara
Names of Parents
Joseph I. A. and Elizabeth M.
Charles and Alice
George Wilson and Lurana
Leon Edward and Emehne
Stanley and Frances
Maiden Name
of Mother
Bloomer
Texeira
Wood
Gidney
Smola
REPORT any birth for the year 1937 that does not appear in the above list.
In accordance with Chapter 46, Section 15, General Laws, notice is hereby given
that the Town Clerk will furnish blanks for returns of births, to parents, householders,
physicians and registered hospital officers applying therefor.
&
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MARRIAGES
For the Year 1937
Date Names
January 9 Walter Sykes
Bertha Sherman
January 15 John R. Rudell
Irma E. Hughes
January 25 Ralph Edwin Dexter
Eleanor Frances Bousquet
January 30 Hendrick Zyskowski
Caroline Osenkowski
February 6 Manuel Pacheco
Emilia Boino
February 28 William Fawcett, Jr.
Wladyslawa Helen Dabrowski
March 29 Emile August Plaud
Mary E. McDonough
April 3 Ernest Oliveira
Maria do Carmos Amaral
April 11 Arthur Allen Vandenburgh
Eileen May Allison
April 17 Alfred Joseph Maino
Jeannette Elmire Gaudette
April 19 Frederick Simon Bourgeois
Stella Ida Legere
April 24 John P. Rocha
Mary daRocha
April 24 Benjamin Thomas Stowell
Natalie Mildred Gifford
May 6 Hoyle Demoranville
Evelynn Caro Frost
May 8 Manuel Ferro, Jr.
Sophia Borusiewicz
May 8 Edward J. McGrath
Betty H. (Brown) Wheeler
May 8 Normand Roland Cormier
Alice Annita Legere
May 8 Joseph Kuczera, Jr.
Rose Burkat
Date
May 22
May 25
May 28
May 29
May 31
May 31
June 5
June 15
June 19
June 19
June 26
June 26
June 26
June 26
July 1
July 3
July 3
July 10
August 15
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MARRIAGES—Continued
Names
Clayton Sanford Work
Gladys Heap
John William Barrett
Blanche Adlaid Johnson
Joaquim J. Bettencourt
Josephine Niece
Bernard Cecil Gill
Helen Sklarski
Armand Girard
Rena Dube
Roland Arthur Nadeau
Evelyn May Silvia
Ludwig W. Mach
Wanda A. Panek
Walter Benjamin Moseley
Sylvia Bancroft Winsor
Hervey Joseph E. Jaillet
Irene Anita Bacon
Caesar Cordeiro Leite
Clara Elizabeth Perry
Joseph Emile Chartier
Bertha Lemaire
John Galas
Catherine Cecelia Skrzyszewski
Ernest Jean Benjamin
Rita Annette Dupre
Stanley Dziura
Mary Anna (Baron) Witkowicz
Arthur William Lavender
Helen Blanche Kitchin
Joseph Anthony Lucien Duchaine
Pearl Frances Taber
George Cudworth Randall
Priscilla Winterbottom
Louis S. LeMay
Anastasia (Dion) Beloin
Herbert Louis Johnson
Lorraine Regina Harvey
Date
August 19
August 21
August 28
August 28
September 4
September 4
•September 4
September 4
September 5
September 6
September 6
September 18
September 25
September 25
September 29
October 2
October 9
October 12
October 23
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MARRIAGES—Continued
Names
Manuel Roderick Serpa
Maria P. Ferreira
Ernest Forand
Floriena Routhier
Andrew J. Daigle
Mary E. Charoux
Charles Motta
Alice Fagundes
Ferdinand Martin
Rose Mederios Ferreira
George A. Maudsley, Jr.
Rose M. Macabello
Angelo Mello, Jr.
Dorothy McCarthy
Raymond Francis Rheaume
Antoinette Henriette Deschamps
Howard Fielding
Yvonne Westgate
Clement A. Poyant
Alice Fitting
Ernest J. Gautreau
Stella M. Hubert
Manuel C. Prenda, Jr.
Eliza Amaral
John Correa
Mary Rose Leite
Frank Warsoski
Regina Barbara Bourque
Joseph Thomas
Dolores Lapierre
Sebastino J. Fazzino
Anna D. Davies
Leo Lapre
Noella Cormier
Dosithee Leo Guillotte
Lillie Diana St. Pierre
Joseph Polar
Genowefa Julia Anne Roszkiewicz
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MARRIAGES—Continued
Date Names
November 6 David F. Hartnett
Stacia A. Sowa
November 11 Arthur Romeo Poirier
Emelda Antoinette Doyon
November 20 Tadeusz Czaja
Lily C. Winterbottom
November 24 Norman J. Dube
Alma Metivier
November 25 Lionel Narcisse Lajeunesse
Blanche Etoida Leboeuf
November 25 Alexander Fagundes
Katherine A. Kosiba
November 25 Joseph Adolphe Hebert
Anna Veronica Cook
November 27 Leo Avery
Gertrude Mae (Braley) Ellis
November 27 Leonard Parker, Jr.
Mary Barbara Winiarski
December 30 Levi Rodrick Gomes
Mildred Vieria
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DEATHS
Recorded in 1937
Date Name Yrs. Mos. Days
Jan.
Jan.
2
3
T-TnnKmvi 2llUUUcU 11
George A. Hammond 69 —
Jan. 11 Stillborn
Jan. 11 Helen Eagan 60 — —
Jan. 19 Joseph Mitron 72 — —
Jan. 22 Nahum F. Nickelson 88 3 26
Jan. 30 Clara L. (Maker) Hersom 74 6 1
Feb. 5 James Henry Hathaway, Jr. 58 — —
Feb. 5 Rapoza — — 2
Feb. 7 Alexander Farfalowski 57 — —
Feb. 16 Cornelia (Rounseville) Church 102 6 10
Feb. 20 John Hammond 76 9 16
Feb. 20 Asbury A. Mayo 77 4 25
Feb. 23 Philomena (Gonsalves) Merelles 69 — —
Mar. 3 Mary E. (Brightman) Gardner 76 10 1
Mar. 5 Susan E. Hathaway 67 4 10
Mar.
Mar.
9
11
ftfflPnrrt 9 hrs.•^ VJ111U1U
Emily (Rothwell) Smalley 61 —
Mar. 12 George J. Paquin 56 6 19
Mar. 15 Abbie Haskel 87 6 —
Mar. 15 Josef Gongola 74 — —
Mar. 18 Emile Rousselle, Jr. 34 — —
Mar. 24 Ella J. Graham 87 11 —
Mar. 28 Peter Baker Darling 1 9 8
Mar. 29 Eben F. Leonard 91 9 4
Apr. 9 Joseph Loring 75 8 1
Apr. 16 Carol (Parris) Bennett 44 4 14
Apr. 17 Emma F. (Marble) Howland 88 7 17
Apr. 19 Daniel W. Aylward 39 8 2
Apr. 19 Anna C. (Weir) Garcia 41 — —
Apr. 20 Mary (Boucher) Vien 65 — —
Apr. 21 Florida M. Desorcy — 9 5
Apr. 21 Dalma Blain 56 — —
Apr. 22 Henriette (Dulude) Phaneuf 82 — —
Apr. 24 Michael Garcia — — 5
Apr. 24 Palmira R. (Rezendes) Silva 41 — —
Apr. 24 Walter Key 50 3 3
Apr. 27 Victor C. Chace 58 4 30
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DEATHS—Continued
Date Name Yrs. Mos. Days
Apr. 29 Joseph Camille Roberge 73
May 5 Thomas G. Lees 25 10 8
May 19 John Arbogast 76 _
May 22 Illegitimate
May 24 Prosper Alcide Gaudette 60
May 28 Stillborn
May 30 Keziah Ann (Lane) Gardner 55 8 3
May 31 Francis W. Gibbs 91
June 2 Christiana (Taylor) Hancock 54
June 3 Therese Olive Thibault 2 4 19
June 8 Patrick J. Glynn 61 6 12
June 11 George L. Brownson 74 11 9
June 11 Emile Rousselle 55
June 19 John Hughes 52 10 6
June 29 Eugenie (Arsenault) LeBlanc 64 2 28
July 4 Pierre Guillotte 54 8
July 8 Theonase Jarry 77
July 12 Charlotte (Luiley) Coultate 79 _
July 19 Edward Murry 61
July 22 Travers 8hrs
July 23 Katherine Helen (Izdebski) Glosl 33 8 19
July 28 Henri B. Harbeck 58 10 23
July 28 Vitaline (Cloutier) Saucier 85
Aug. 7 Jane H. (Braithwaite) Galvin 45 8 27
Aug. 11 Harris E. Chace 69 6 11
Aug. 16 Illegitimate
Aug. 19 Frank Marcellino, Jr. 71 2 4
Aug. 19 John W. Lees 52 9 30
Aug. 29 Stillborn
Aug. 30 Hector LeBlanc 7 4 4
Sept. 1 Cleo Marines 23
Sept. 6 Mateusz Mach 48 6
Sept. 9 Thomas Fallon 48 11 21
Sept. 11 Peter Lecuyer 71 5 3
Sept. 22 Jackson 18hrs
Sept. 27 August St. Jean 51 9 0
Sept. 27 Alfred G. Davis 46 7 18
Sept. 29 Stillborn
Sept. 30 Nancy M. Smith 91 3 12
Oct. 1 Paul Martel
— — 5
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DEATHS—Continued
Date Name Yrs. Mos. Days
Oct. 4 Anna C. (Landgerdon) Pettey 48 8 17
Oct. 6 Manuel Fonseca .42 8 15
Oct. 11 Cecilia (Meunier) Dulude 48 — —
Oct. 13 Melanese (Pelletier) Garant 64 — —
Oct. 15 Maria (Caldina) Amaral 89 — —
Oct. 18 Mary (Graham) Hunter 71 2 —
Oct. 20 Susan (Holden) Morse 55 — —
Oct. 21 Anatole Normandin 79 — —
Oct. 24 Mathew James Burke 62 8 21
Oct. 29 Stillborn
Oct. 31 Philias Lepage 68 — —
Nov. 1 John C. Smith 77 5 10
Nov. 6 George Andrew Moss 87 6 4
Nov. 13 Alice Starkie 56 — —
Nov. 14 Martha E. Snow 85 8 9
Nov. 18 Manuel P. Mello, Jr. 65 — —
Nov. 20 Stillborn
Nov. 22 Francis Jenney Morse — — 2
Nov. 29 Neil Lyons — 4 24
Nov. 30 John M. Vincent 81 11 23
Dec. 2 Walter D. Pell 77 — —
Dec. 3 William T. Curren 77 — —
Dec. 13 Mehitable Smith Parker 77 11 8
Dec. 18 Louise Ellery 57 — —
Dec. 21 Anastasia (Dion) Lemay 53 — —
Dec. 23 Antone D. Sylvia 71 9 19
Dec. 24 Harry Ratcliffe 65 2 13
Dec. 27 Arthur C. Cory 71 9 13
DOGS LICENSED DURING 1937
Transferred (Males)
Males
Females
Spayed Females
Total
One Kennel License (Free)
2
277
36
12
327
JURORS DRAWN DURING 1937
.\:ainc Address
Leonard, Charles F., 18 Quaker Lane
Dion. Andre, 7 Gammons Road
Bergeron, Arthur, 201 South Main Street
Hyde, William, 67 Slocum Street
Gonneville, Valmore H., 12 Grant Street
Duprc. Arthur A., 13 Main Street
Lawrence, Leonel, 62 Jean Street
LeBoeuf, Henry, 32 Jean Street
Guilbeault, Henry L., Wing Lane
Occupation Date Drawn Jury
Farmer Jan. 4. 1937 Grand
Farmer Feb. 23, 1937 Traverse
Laundry Owner May 3. 1937 Traverse
Foreman June 7. 1937 Traverse
Mill operative June 14. 1937 Traverse
Mason Sept. 2, 1937 I raverse
Mill operative Oct. 11. 1937 Traverse
Mill operative Oct. 11. 1937 Traverse
Painter Nov. 9, 1937 Traverse
Attest:
JERRY J. RIENDEAU,
Acushnet Town Clerk.
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT
OF STREETS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1937
GENERAL HIGHWAY AND W.P.A.
Appropriation $5,500.00
Transferred from Reserve Fund 1,500.00
$7,000.00
Expenditures
Spent by Omer Pineau from Jan. 1, 1937 to
March 22, 1937 $2,217.59
Pay Rolls 3,052.00
N. P. Hayes; tools and hardware 46.09
Wm. F. Nye; roller oil 4.75
Keogh Storage Co.; express 2.16
C. C. Plumb Co.; road oil 17.46
J. J. Bettencourt; freight charges .55
Middlesex County Broom Co.; rebushing broom 10.00
N. E. Broom Supply Co.; brooms 20.00
Building Materials Co.; cement 15.34
J. Handy Co.; hardware 5.50
C. A. Toussaint; coal 50.86
F. O. Tripp; wood 2.50
H. Deschamps; cartwheel and harrows 17.00
Hartley's Saw Mill Co.; lumber .75
D. Sorelle; repairs to traffic beacon 2.70
Commissioner of Public Safety; boiler inspection 10.00
Babbitt Steam Speciality Co.; parts for roller 31.07
76
Taber's Garage; truck repairs 112.44
N. E. Road Machinery Co.; parts for scraper 118.78
AI. Holt; gasolene and oil 3.65
David Duff & Son; coal 19.95
River Cabinet Corp.; lumber 17.53
Jeans Motor Sales; garage rent 78.00
St. Jean's Estate; garage rent 10.00
Kirby's Express; express 14.38
R. Beaulieu; pipes and valves 11.62
F. Dyvver; stationery 3.25
A. Pittsley; rags for roller 3.20
E. C. Morse; cement 5.85
C. Gauttier; first aid kit 3.00
Hand's Hardware; tools 18.80
F. H. Wood; gravel 94.75
Keystone Office Appliance Co.; paper cups 13.50
J. F. Dabrowski; water pails 1.50
H. Lambert; gasolene and oil 24.15
S. Rosenberg. Attorney; garage rent 16.00
Registry of Motor Vehicles; truck registrations 4.00
Acushnet Fire and Water District; repairs to
hydrant ]2.52
R. Beals; gravel and sand 68.75
Highway Products Co.; warcolite 25.32
Traffic Equipment Co.; gas for traffic beacon 26.00
Blue Stone Quarry; crushed stone 6.56
J. A. Toussaint; blacksmithing 145.05
Hutchinson's Book Store; stationery 3.91
A. J. Hebert; gasolene, oil and tires 248.40
A. Pineau; gasolene, oil and tires 171.63
Jerry*s Hardware; tools 211.04
$6,999.85
HIGHWAYS CONSTRUCTION & RECONSTRUCTION
Appropriation and Loan $22,500.00
77
Expenditures
Pay Rolls $7,606.25
Highway Products,; tar and road oil 5,362.75
A. J. Hebert; gasolene and oil 279.46
H. Lambert; gasolene and oil 153.26
R. Beals; sand and gravel 265.75
J. Geggatt; sand and gravel 227.75
Building Materials Inc.; iron pipe 204.03
C. E. Toussaint; coal for roller 192.20
'Blue Stone Quarry; hot patch 154.80
State Prison Colony ; catch basin frames
and grates 78.15
A. Pineau ; gasolene and oil 72.42
J. A. Toussaint; blacksmithing 50.25
Hartley's Saw Mill Co.; lumber 22.65
F. O. Tripp; pine limbs for roller 10.00
Total expenditures $14,679.72
Carried forward into 1938 7.820.28
$22,500.00
ROADS GRAVELED AND SURFACE TREATED OUT
OF TOWN FUNDS AND W. P. A. FUNDS
Middle Road 16.368 feet Lake Street 5.280 feet
Peckham Road 6,336 feet Quaker Lane 2.600 feet
Blain Street 500 feet Pembroke Ave. 1.370 feet
James Street 2,350 feet Garfield Street 1.000feet
Hamlin Street 6.880 feet Hope Street 1.580 feet
Bardsley Street 785 feet Nye Ave. 950 feet
John Street 1,325 feet Wing Road 2,000 feet
Coulombe Street 1,400 feet Jean Street 1.940 feet
Main Street 1,700 feet Farewell Street 370 feet
Slocum Street 2.200. feet
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REPAIRS TO ROAD MACHINERY DURING 1937
Road Scraper $196.76
Concrete Mixer 37.50
Water Pump 33.50
Water Wagon 15.00
Road Broom 35.40
$318.16
New Tools Purchased in 1937 $329.37
ESTIMATED COST OF REPAIRS ON STREETS
Main Street $384.44
Perry Hill Road 163.67
Middle Road 160.28
Leonard Street 131.17
Hamlin Street 43.63
Dorothy Street 23.26
Lavvson Avenue 34.16
Wing Road 113.29
Slocum Street 29.77
Garfield Street 28.90
Nye's Lane 45.43
Mendall Road 34.53
Rock Street 21.80
Lague Street 53.00
Keene Road 45.83
Quaker Lane 69.78
Mattapoisett Road 38.46
Hathaway Road 33.00
Pembroke Avenue 34.16
Gammons Road 34.53
Boylston Street 14.92
Crompton Street 32.06
Lake Street 78.21
79
James Street
Nye Avenue
Hope Street
REMOVAL OF SNOW
Annual Appropriation
Expenditures
Highway Products Co.; points for plows $20.00
R. Beals; sand 41.00
Wages 16.00
F. McGowan; repairs to plows 16.55
J. Handy Co.; bolts 2.52
Jerry's Hardware Co.; paint 2.44
Hartley's Saw Mill Co.; lumber 1.05
Unexpended balance
21.80
26.30
19.90
$100.00
$ 99.56
.44
$100.00
IXVENTORY OF TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
2 1VL> ton trucks
1 15-ton steam roller
1 road scrapper
1 rotary sweeper
1 tool house on wheels
1 concrete mixer
1 gasolene water pump
100 gallon tar kettle on wheels
1000 gallon watering cart
75 round point short handle shovels
17 square short handle shovels
8 round point long handle shovels
15 long handle snow shovels
29 picks
80
25 pick handles
18 push brooms
18 broom handles
2 barn brooms
12 grub hoes
2 garden hoes
5 crow bars
1 bush whacker
35 grading pins
2 12 ft. chains
1 15 ft. chain
8 forks
9 stone forks
2 sand screens, 1 inch wire
1 5-gallon gasolene can
1 rip plow
1 point plow
1 set carpenter tools
2 cross cut saws
9 drills
l1/^ dozen fins
U/2 dozen wedges
3 snow plows
1 canvas
3 steel wedges
4 road horses
8 road signs
7 water pails
1 stilson wrench
1 monkey wrench
5 sledge hammers
1 striking hammer
4 bush scythes and handles
10 rakes
9 axes and handles
1 iron tamper
7 brush nippers
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13 light bombs
1 grind stone
2 wheel barrows
1 tool box
1 sand screen, y2 inch wire
1 sand screen, 1% inch wire
150 ft. chalk line
JOAQUIM BETTENCOURT,
Superintendent of Streets.
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REPORT OF THE SEALER OF WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES
To the Selectmen of Town of Acushnet, Mass.:
This comprises my report for the period ending December
31, 1937.
Platform, over 10.000, sealed 1
Platform, 100 to 5.000, adjusted 4, sealed 14
Counter under 100 lbs., adjusted 2, sealed 11
Spring 100 to 5.000 lbs., sealed 2
Spring under 100 lbs., adjusted 8, sealed 33, condemmed 1
Computing 100 to 5,000 lbs., adjusted 1, sealed 2
Computing under 100 lbs., adjusted 2, sealed 17
Person weigher (slot), sealed 2
Avoirdupois, sealed 76
Liquid Measures, sealed 14
Dry Measures, sealed 4
Fuel Baskets, sealed 1
Gas. Pumps, adjusted 5. sealed 25
Stops on Pumps, adjusted 11, sealed 80
Kerosene Pumps, sealed 6
Yard Sticks, sealed 2
Tested and inspected: Bread 56, number correct 24, under
6, over 26. Butter 50, correct 50. Coal in bags 35, correct 11,
83
over 24. Dry Commodities 477, correct 471, over 6. Flour 32,
correct 24, over 8.
HENRY O. SAUCIER, JR.,
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
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REPORT OF THE ANIMAL INSPECTOR
for the Town of Acushnet for 1937
To the Board of Selectmen of the
Town of Acushnet:
During the year 1937 I visited 128 barns and inspected
1,006 head of cattle; 109 pigs and 13 goats.
There has been 2 cases of rabies this year.
Respectfully submitted,
OTIS J. TRIPP,
Inspector of Animals.
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REPORT OF THE
INSPECTOR OF SLAUGHTERING
During the year 1937 I inspected the following animals
that were slaughtered:
1 Cow condemmed, tuberculosis.
Goats 3
Cows 39
Swine 277
Calves 145
464
ALLEN E. WEEKS,
Inspector of Slaughtering.
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS
OF TRUST FUNDS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1937
HENRY H. ROGERS GIFT FUND
(Parting Ways School et al)
(Bequest and Income to be expended)
Balance, January 1, 1937 $619.79
1937 Interest on Deposits 18.73
Balance, December 31, 1937 $638.52
ALLEN AND RHODA R. RUSSELL FREE PUBLIC
LIBRARY FUND
(Income only to be expended)
Balance, January 1, 1937 $8,113.76
1937 Interest on Deposits 245.23
Expended:
Librarian and Assistants $102.44
Periodicals 56.70
Fuel Oil 55.46
Janitress 20.00
Stationery 4.20
$8,358.99
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Lights 2.79
Book .64
242.23
Balance, December 31, 1937 $8,116.76
Bequest 7,591.60
Unexpended Income $525.16
RUSSELL MEMORIAL LIBRARY MAINTENANCE
FUND
(Income only to be expended)
Balance. January 1. 1937 $8,052.53
1937 Interest on Deposits 232.09
$8,284.62
Expended:
Librarian and Assistants $210.38
Books 133.91
Painting Russell Memorial
Library 89.10
Fuel Oil 78.06
Janitress 57.00
Paints, Linseed Oil, etc. 19.39
Bindings 16.10
Lights 3.08
Electrical Repairs 2.00
609.02
Balance, December 31, 1937 $7,675.60
Bequest 7,447.22
Unexpended Income $228.38
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RUSSELL PROTESTANT POOR FUND
(Income only to be expended)
Balance, January 1, 1937 $10,494.94
1937 Interest on Deposits 314.50
$10,809.44
Expended:
Wood $52.00
Coal 45.90
Clothing 43.54
Shoes 43.33
Groceries 13.82
Eye Glasses 5.50
Potatoes 3.70
°07 70ci\j/./ y
Balance, December 31, 1937 $10,601.65
Bequest 9,912.00
Unexpended Income $689.65
RUSSELL PUBLIC SCHOOL FUND
(Income only to be expended)
Balance, January 1, 1937
1937 Interest on Deposits
$7,193.26
214.40
Expended for Books
$7,407.66
200.69
Bequest
$7,206.97
7.067.30
Unexpended Income $139.67
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RUSSELL FUND FOR CARE OF TOWN HALL
AND LIBRARY
(Income only to be expended)
Balance, January 1, 1937 $2,791.19
1937 Interest on Deposits 83.74
$2,874.93
Expended:
Window Screens $36.00
Repairs to Town Hall 5.95
'11 95t^i .y%)
$2,832.98
Bequest 2,789.40
Unexpended Income $ 43.58
RUSSELL FUND FOR THE ACUSHNET CEMETERY
CORPORATION
(Income only to be expended)
Balance, January 1, 1937 $598.78
1937 Interest on Deposits 18.08
Balance, December 31, 1937 $616.86
Bequest 579.80
Unexpended Income $ 37.06
R. N. SWIFT BOARD OF HEALTH FUND
(Income only to be expended)
Balance, January 1, 1937 $5,656.89
90
1937 Interest on Deposits 169.68
$5,826.57
Paid to District Nurse 169.68
Balance, December 31, 1937 $5,656.89
PERPETUAL CARE OF LONG PLAIN CEMETERY
ADDITION
Balance. January 1. 1937 $456.31
1937 Interest on Deposits 13.79
$470.10
Expended for General Care of Cemetery 11.50
Balance, December 31, 1937 $458.60
PERMANENT CARE OF LONG PLAIN CEMETERY
(Income only to be expended)
Balance, January 1, 1937 $347.00
1937 Interest on Deposits 10.49
$357.49
Expended for General Care of Cemetery 10.49
Balance. December 31. 1937 $347.00
CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS
Balance, January 1, 1937 $7,424.52
1937 Interest on Deposits 224.00
$7,648.52
91
Expended for Care of Cemetery Lots 202.16
Balance, December 31, 1937 $7,446.36
(See town treasurer's report for report on
individual funds for care of cemetery lots)
CLOVIS POYANT,
HORACE G. BOOKER,
HENRY A. JACKSON,
Commissioners of Trust Funds.
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REPORT OF THE
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Board of Selectmen,
Acushnet, Mass.
Gentlemen:
I here submit my report of the activities of the Police
Department for the year ending December 31, 1937.
The number of arrests made by the department are as
follows:
Arrests on Warrants 6
Arrests on Summons 4
Arrests without Warrant or Summons 22
Total 32
Arrests for Assault and Battery 4
Arrests for Assault with Dangerous Weapon 1
Arrested as Delinquents 2
Arrested for Drunkness 8
Arrested for violation of Automobile Laws 8
Arrested for Operating under the Influence of Liquor 5
Arrested for Violation of Game Laws 2
Arrested for Tresspassing 1
Arrested for Neglect of Child 1
Total 32
93
Disposition of above cases :
Placed on File 9
Placed on Probation 7
Fined 8
Discharged 4
Committed to Jail or Lyman School 4
Total 32
Value of Property reported as stolen _ $687.00
Value of stolen Property recovered 590.00
Value of Automobiles reported as stolen 450.00
OTHER ACTIVITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT:
Search Warrant served 1
Accidents Investigated 15
Automobiles found abandoned 3
Buildings found open and secured 8
Cars stopped for Minor Law Violations 320
Cases Investigated 130
Dangerous Wires Reported and Investigated 4
Dog Notices served 238
Disturbances suppressed 12
Gun Permits granted 78
Motor Vehicles transferred 210
Sick and Injured Persons assisted 14
Street Lights reported being out 260
Witnesses Summoned 18
Missing Persons returned home 3
Appropriation $2,300.00
Expenditures
Wages of Chief and Officers $2,049.16
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Telephone 127.79
Stationery, Printing and Miscellaneous 45.40
Fuel and Lights 62.35
Towels 12.00
Postage 3.25
? 9QQ Qs
Unexpended balance
£*j£*yy .yu
.05
$2,300.00
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH C. A. LANGEVIN,
Chief of Police.
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REPORT OF THE
PARK COMMISSIONERS
Appropriation $300.00
Expenditures
Labor $145.60
Misc. Equipment 16.00
Sand. Gravel and Stone 102.42
Mowing 10.00
Paint 8.00
Hose 4.00
Brushes 1.00 •
Lime 1.00
Water 11.75
$299.77
Unexpended Balance .23
Total $300.00
We the Park Commissioners would like to recommend
that the same amount be appropriated for the year 1938. for the
recreation and safety of our children. We do not consider this
amount excessive.
Respectfully.
EARLE T. CORY.
OVILA BOULEY,
AUGUST BOURQUE.
Park Commissioners.
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ACCOUNTANT'S REPORT
RECEIPTS
Taxes:
Current year:
Personal and Real Estate $67,317.46
Polls 2.21 S.00
Motor Vehicle Excise 5,405.17
Previous years:
Personal and Real Estate 22,486.85
Motor Vehicle Excise 145.44
S97.572.92
Commonwealth of Massachusetts:
Income Tax (State Valuation) 9,757.65
Income Tax (Chapter 362 of 1936) 508.93
Income Tax (Educational) 2.575.00
Vocational Education 4.218.50
Corporation Tax (Chapter 108 of
1937) 6.752.42
Corporation Tax (Gas, Electric and
Water Co.) 1.005.45
Veterans' Exemptions 2.79
Interest -23
24.820.97
Tax Titles: Redemptions 7.598.29
Sale of Property Taken by Foreclosure 2.001.98
Licenses:
Slaughtering 1.00
Pasteurization 50.00
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Common Victuallers 45.00
Alcoholic Beverages 2,637.92
I\Totor Vehicle Agents 30.00
Milk 10.50
Petroleum and Renewals 8.50
Peddlers and Hawkers 10.00
Sunday 65.00
Taxi 2.00
Dance 15.75
Oleomargarine 1.00
Grants and Gifts:
Bristol County Dog Fund 406.55
United States Grants: Old Age As
sistance 9,045.40
United States Grants: Old Age As
sistance Administration 301.48
Other General Revenue:
Refund of Water Rates and Insurance
Premiums 10.42
Rent from Town Owned Houses and
Land 451.20
Sale of gravel from Town owned
Land 100.05
Certification of Municipal Liens 3.00
Refund of Note Certification Fees 10.00
Departmental Revenue:
Treasurer:
Telephone tolls
.35
Land Court Entry Fees Refunded 422.87
Fee for Recording Petition of Low
Value 1.00
2,876.67
9,753.43
574.67
424.22
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Collector of Taxes:
Tax Sale Advertising 6.50
Poll Tax Demands 55.65
Town Clerk:
Dog Licenses 693.00
Voting Lists 4.00
62.15
697.00
Town Counsel:
Counsel Fees Refunded 15.00
Fire Department:
Fuel Oil Storage Permits 9.00
Telephone Tolls 30.20
39.20
Police Department:
Telephone Tolls 1.56
Court Fines 302.25
303.81
Sealer of Weights and Measures :
Sealer's Fees 76.29
Highways:
Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
Chapter 90. Perry St., Construction 6,440.94
Bristol County, Chapter 90,
Perry St., Construction 4,421.16
Patching for Water District 2.65
10.864.75
Health and Sanitation:
Meat Inspection Fees 46.58
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Sewer Pumping Charges 129.00
Reimbursements from State 261.43
Reimbursement from Cities and Towns 169.85
Charities:
Reimbursement from State
(Public Welfare) 2,266.37
Reimbursement from Cities and Towns
( Public Welfare) 840.80
Reimbursement from State
(Old Age Assistance) 3,790.11
Reimbursement from Cities and Towns
(Old Age Assistance) 690.15
Soldiers' & Sailors' Relief:
State Aid
Schools:
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Tui
tion of School Children 546.60
Teacher's Salary Refunded 132.00
606.86
7,587.43
190.00
678.60
Libraries:
Fines 52.00
Interests:
Refund of Interest on Tax Title Loan 44.37
On Taxes 1,351.32
Loans:
Temporary Loans in Anticipation of
Revenue 40,000.00
1,395.69
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Highway Construction and Recon-
struction 20.000.00
Perry Street Construction 12,250.00
72,250.00
Trust Funds : Interest and Transfers :
Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund 202.16
Cemetery Special Care Fund 10.49
Cemetery Additional Fund 11.50
Allen & Rhoda R. Russell Library
Fund 242.23
Russell Public School Fund 200.69
Russell Protestant Poor Fund 207.79
Russell Memorial Library Maintenance
Fund 609.02
R. N. Swift Board of Health Fund 169.68
Russell Town Hall and Library Fund 41.95
1,695.51
Acushnet Fire & Water District :
Taxes 1933 4.42
Taxes 1934 4.43
Taxes 1935 4.94
Taxes 1936 901.23
Taxes 1937 3,840.16
Interest on Taxes 76.03
Tax Titles 1933 41.16
Tax Titles 1934 140.60
Tax Titles 1935 209.53
Tax Titles 1936 123.94
Tax Titles 1937 29.23
Sale of Property taken by Tax Title
Foreclosure 48.02
5.423.69
$2Total Receipts, 1937 J47.561.13
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CLASSIFICATION OF PAYMENTS
REGARDLESS OF APPROPRIATIONS
General Government:
Moderator $ 20.00
Town Reports 379.20
Selectmen :
Salaries 1,100.00
Clerk 600.00
Telephone 131.28
Insurance on Standard Weights &
Measures 20.25
Printing, Stationery and Postage 83.05
Automobile Hire 5.00
Water and Repairs to T«own Owned
Houses 65.36
Association Fees 6.00
Town Accountant :
Salary 400.00
Printing, Stationery and Postage 15.58
Treasurer:
Salary 1,350.00
Telephone 54.27
Burglary Insurance 29.58
Printing, Stationery and Postage 101.95
Surety Bond 101.00
Land Court Entry Fees 1.275.50
Recording Certificates of Foreclosure
and Low Value 151.10
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Collector:
Clerk in Office 780.00
Recording Disclaimers and Oaths 53.10
Printing, Stationery and Postage 281.34
Surety Bond 222.00
Tax Sale Advertising 60.31
Assessors:
Salaries 720.00
Clerk in Office 921.42
Printing, Stationery and Postage 140.42
Blue Prints 59.00
Listing Conveyances 78.60
Other Finance Officers and Accounts:
Certification of Notes 20.00
Law Department:
Counsel Fees and Disbursements made
by Counsel in process of foreclosing
tax titles 935.01
Town Clerk:
Salary 72.00
Printing, Stationery and Postage 42.81
Surety Bond 5.00
Elections and Registrations:
Registrars $85.46
Election Officers 97.02
Rent of Grange Hall for Election 10.00
Repairs to Ballot Boxes 12.38
Printing 67.00
' 1V\+'\ 1 i^dnoril l.mTcniinpnf h YHftlcPC —x oid.1 vjcnei rii vjovli mucin n-Ajjciiaca
Town Hall:
Tanitor $111.50
$10,551.99
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Chairs 67.27
Towels 12.00
Fuel 147.30
Lights 128.01
Janitor's Supplies 5.55
Painting and Repairs 328.27
Rental of Chairs 1.88
Decorations 6.50
Water 11.50
Police Department:
Chief $1,152.96
Officers 896.20
Telephone 127.79
Towels 12.00
Repairs and Equipment 24.15
Fuel 77.25
Printing, Stationery and Postage 9.60
Fire Department:
Chief $141.30
Firemen 784.95
Chief's Maintenance 428.40
Telephone 108.15
Siren Power 107.52
Garage Rent 208.08
Apparatus Repairs and Supplies 33.67
Hose and New Equipment 846.00
Supplies for Extinguishers, etc. 83.33
Printing, Stationery and Postage 36.25
Compensation Insurance 125.00
Issuing Fuel Oil Storage Permits 7.00
Hydrant Services 2,825.00
819.78
2.299.95
5,734.65
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Sealer of Weights and Measures:
Sealer's Salary $108.00
Equipment 19.08
127.08
Forestry Department:
Labor 50.00
Nurse:
Salary $364.50
Telephone 67.50
Health and Sanitation:
Salaries $85.00
Printing and Stationery 21.70
Nurse 486.00
Medicine and Medical Attendance,
Contagious Diseases 200.53
Telephone 30.11
Issuing Licenses 20.00
Board and Treatment, Tuberculosis 524.80
Inspections and Investigations 50.00
Garbage Collection 240.00
School Children Inspection 450.00
Animal Inspector's Salary 80.00
Burial of Animals 5.75
Meat Inspection Fees 111.30
432.00
2,305.19
Sewer Pumping:
Pumping Charges paid New Bedford 126.00
Maintenance of Isolation Hospital:
Lights $48.96
Fuel 4.00
Repairs 42.07
95.03
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Street Lights:
Contract 1,635.30
Highways: Improvement of Perry Street,
Chapter 90, 1936:
Contract $8,537.60
Guard Rails and Bounds 101.50
%- 8,639.10
Highways: Improvement of Perry Street,
Chapter 90, 1937:
Contract $6,534.59
Advertising 61.18
Materials, Guard Rail Posts, etc. 76.34
Highways:
Superintendent $ 734.00
Wages 1,980.10
Gravel. Stone, Road Oil, etc. 801.55
Trucks 1,771.50
Equipment and Repairs 773.77
Repairs to Trucks 101.29
Garage Rent 104.00
Tires, Gasolene and Oil 699.44
Kerosene 5.50
Care of Traffic Beacon 28.70
Snow Removal:
Wages $16.00
Sand 41.00
Repairs to Plows 42.56
Highway Construction and Reconstruction:
Superintendent $ 750.00
Wages 5,467.75
6,672.11
6,999.85
99.56
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Trucks 1.388.50
Stone, Gravel, Tar, Sand, etc. 6,527.08
Roller Scarifier Picks 50.25
Gasolene and Oil 496.14
United States Grants: Old Age Assistance:
Cash $10,106.19
Administration 301.48
Bureau of Old Age Assistance:
Cash $9,357.88
Medical Aid 21.00
Burial 75.00
Cases Chargeable to Acushnet 836.66
Printing and Stationery 9.79
Public Welfare:
Printing and Stationery $ 8.16
Clothing and Surplus Commodities 130.63
Groceries 3,683.50
Fuel 627.87
Board and Care 1,520.50
Medicine and Medical Attendance 1,722.49
Transportation to State Institution 6.70
Cash 950.00
Transportation to CCC Receiving
Station 30.00
Aid to Dependant Children 78.00
Shoes 195.85
Burials 120.00
Mothers' Aid by Other Cities 202.91
Relief by Other Cities 5,026.66
Relief by Other Towns 138.80
14,679.72
10,407.67
10,300.33
14,442.07
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Soldiers' and Sailors' Relief:
State Aid $47.50
Fuel 39.00
Groceries 351.00
Cash 90.00
Medicine and Medical Attendance 67.87
Shoes 44.00
Schools:
Superintendent $2,650.00
Nurse 452.26
Truant Officer 50.15
Printing, Stationery and Postage 30.55
Telephones 219.19
Miscellaneous 8.69
Traveling Expenses 149.11
Teachers' Salaries 23,145.00
Text Books and Supplies 1,097.74
Continuation School Tuition 101.40
Sol-E-Mar and Suffolk County
Training School Tuition 73.36
High School Tuition 8,663.59
Vocational School Tuition 8.343.10
High School Transportation 439.00
Elementary Transportation 1,347.94
Vocational School Transportation 2,108.65
Janitors' Salaries 4.704.50
Fuel and Lights 1,393.06
Water 150.13
Repairs 1,178.75
Janitors' Supplies 313.92
Furniture and Fixtures 212.31
639.37
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Diplomas and Graduation Exercises
Miscellaneous Prinitng
Acushnet Library Gift :
Hook-
30.S5
20.50
Libraries:
Librarian and Assistants $265.36
Janitor 188.00
Books and Periodicals 111.58
Petty Cash 5.00
Water 11.50
Fuel and Lights 174.74
Repairs 42.47
Janitor's Supplies 5.25
Miscellaneous 1.39
Parks:
Wages $145.60
Materials 142.42
Water 11.75
Miscellaneous :
Insurance on Public Buildings
Maintenance of Bristol County
Tuberculosis Hospital
Premium on Highway Loan
Bristol County, Dog Licenses
Memorial Purposes
Trust Funds:
Russell Protestant Poor Fund:
Groceries $13.82
56,883.75
.97
805.29
299.77
442.40
2,477.82
10.00
696.60
40.00
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Fuel 97.90
Shoes and Clothing 86.87
Glasses 5.50
Seeds and Fertilizer 3.70
Russell Memorial Library Maintenance Fund:
Janitor $57.00
Fuel 78.06
Librarian and Assistants 210.38
Lights 5.08
Painting and Repairs 108.49
Books and Binding
Fund:
150.01
R. N. Swift Board of Health
Nurse
Rhoda R. Russell Library Fund:
Janitor $20.00
Librarian and Assistants 102.44
Fuel and Lights 63.09
Books and Periodicals 56.70
207.79
609.02
169.68
Russell Town Hall and Library Fund:
Repairs 41.95
Russell Public School Fund:
Books 200.69
242.23
Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund :
Care of Lots 202.16
Cemetery Additional Fund:
Care of Lots 11.50
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Cemetery Special Care Fund:
Care of Lots 10.49
Notes and Interests:
Temporary Loans; Anticipation of
Revenue $40,269.76
Perry Street Loan 12,276.14
Marie S. Howard Schoolhouse Loan 1,428.12
Burt Memorial Schoolhouse Loan 2,199.39
Municipal Relief Loan, Chapter 307 2,140.00
Combination Pumper Loan 981.00
Highway Construction and
Reconstruction Loan 178.89
59,473.30
Acushnet Fire and Water District:
District Taxes 1933 $4.42
District Taxes 1934 4.43
District Taxes 1935 4.94
District Taxes 1936 901.23
District Taxes 1937 3,826.75
District Interest on Taxes 76.03
District Tax Titles 544.46
Sale of District Tax Title Foreclosures 48.02
Agency, Trust and Investment Accounts :
State Tax $6,860.00
County Tax 5,187.22
State Parks 113.92
Auditing Municipal Accounts 876.09
5,410.28
13,037.23
Ill
Refunds:
Taxes $175.68
Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes 79.14
District Taxes 13.41
968 91£*\JG.£*\J
Total Disbursements, 1937 $238,597.90
TOWN OF ACUSHNET - BALANCE SHEET
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1937
ASSETS
Cash
Accounts Receivable:
Public Welfare
Hoard of Health
Sewer Pumping Charges
Taxes: Levy of 1937
Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes 1937
District Taxes: Levy of 1937
Agency Accounts: State and County
State Parks
State Tax
$34,846.64
$103.37
184.00
3.00
35.51
420.00
290.37
22,988.00
154.34
1,073.97
455.51
LIABILITIES
Unclaimed Checks
Departmental Revenue
Motor Vehicle Excise Revenue
Overlays Reserved for Abatements:
Levy of 1935
Levy of 1936
Levy of 1937
1.753.59
1.107.80
1.853.06
Acushnet Fire and Water District Reserve:
Levy of 1937
$18.47
290.37
154.34
4,714.45
1,073.97
Tax Titles:
Levy of 1934
Levy of 1935
Levy of 1936
Levy of 1937
District Tax Titles:
Levy of 1934
Levy of 1935
Levy of 1936
Levy of 1937
Agency Account: Chapter 90, 1937
1,944.87
2,812.91
4,815.95
2,715.98
146.65
253.38
244.65
190.72
12.289.71
835.40
1,387.90
$74,321.84
1,528.91Surplus War Bonus
Agency Accounts; State and County:
Mosquito Control
Veterans' Exemptions
35.00
21.78
Tax Title Revenue
District Tax Titles Revenue
Excess and Deficiency
Highway Construction and Reconstruction
Improvement of Perry St., Chap. 90, 1937
56.7S
12,289.71
835.40
43,711.27
7,820.28
1,827.89
$74,321.S4
LEON LAMBERT,
Town Accountant.
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DEBT
Net Funded or Fixed Debt $27,198.00
Marie S. Howard Schoolhouse Loan $2,500.00
Burt Memorial Schoolhouse Loan 1,798.00
Combination Pumper Loan 900.00
Municipal Relief Loan, Chap. 307,
Acts of 1933 2.000.00
Highway Construction and Recon
struction Loan 20.000.00
$27,198.00 $27,198.00
TRUST FUND ACCOUNTS
Trust Funds—Cash and Securities :
In custody of Town Treasurer $51,598.19
Russell Fund for Care of Town
Hall and Library $2,832.98
Russell Public School Fund 7.206.97
R. N. Swift Board of Health Fund 5,656.89
Russell Protestant Poor Fund 10,601.65
Henry H. Rogers Gift Fund 638.52
Allen and Rhoda R. Russell
Library Fund 8,116.76
Russell Memorial Library
Maintenance Fund 7,675.60
Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds 7,446.36
Cemetery Additional Fund 458.60
Cemetery Special Care Fund 347.00
Acushnet Cemetery Corporation
Fund 616.86
$51,598.19 $51,598.19
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RECONCILIATION OF CASH, DECEMBER 31, 1937
Balance per Bank Statement $43,042.06
Cash on hand December 31, 1937 373.42
$43,415.48
Less Outstanding Checks, December 31, 1937 8,568.84
$34,846.64
Cash Book Balance, December 31, 1937 $34,846.64
APPROPRIATIONS OF 1937
Transfers
Appropriation from Reserve
General Government: y
Moderator $ 20.00
Town Clerk 72.00' ^ C*&MM.
Treasurer and Collector 1t350:00 !.'
Clerk in Collector's Office 780.00 U^-
Selectmen and Public Welfare 1.100.00 iff ^
Clerk of Selectmen and Public
Welfare -600,00
Town Accountant 400.00 *' - ^ a^Sc^^w-v^
Assessors 720.00 .
Assessors' Clerk 936.00 -W.
Incidentals 5,000.00
Town Hall 800.00 $20.98
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police 2,300.00 - A ~^.
Fire Department 3,000.00
Total Expended
$20.00 $20.00
72.00 72.00
1,350.00 1,350.00
780.00 780.00
1,100.00 1,100.00
600.00 600.00
400.00 400.00
720.00 720.00
936.00 921.42
5,000.00 4,588.57
820.98 819.78
2,300.00 2.299.95
3,000.00 2,909.65
C\
Hydrant Services 2,825.00 2,825.00
Sealer of Weights and Measures 122.00 / 2. 5.08 127.08
Moth Work 50.00 50.00
Health and Sanitation
Board of Health Salaries 85.00 85.00
Inspector of Animals 80.00 80.00
Sewer Pumping Charges 126.00 126.00
Nurse 432.00 X^dVZ* 432.00
Board of Health 2,700.00 ^fcawiJ**" 2,700.00
Maintenance of Bristol County
Tuberculosis Hospital 2,477.82 2,477.82
Maintenance of Isolation
Hospital 100.00 100.00
Highways and Bridges:
Highways 5,500.00 1,500.00 7,000.00
Highway Construction and Re
construction 22,500.00 22,500.00
lj3 r/ ' ""-" H
2,825.00
127.08
50.00
85.00
80.00
126.00
432.00
2,140.19
2,477.82
95.03
6,999.85
14,679.72
APPROPRIATIONS OF 1937—Continued
Transfers
Appropriation from Reserve Total Expended
Perry Street, Chapter 90 2,500.00 State 3,500.00
County 2,500.00 8,500.00 6.672.11
Snow Removal 100.00 100.00 99.56
Street Lights 1,704.20 1,704.20 1,635.30
Charities & Soldiers' & Sailors'
Relief:
Public Welfare 12,000.00 2,443.51 14,443.51
Soldiers' & Sailors' Relief 1,000.00 1,000.00
Bureau of Old Age Assistance 12,000.00 12,000.00
Schools and Libraries:
Schools $46,300.00 46,300.00
Vocational Schools 10,800.00 10.800.00
Free Public Library 400.00 B. C. Dog Fund 406.55 806.55
14,442.07
639.37
10,300.33
46.300.00
10,451.75
805.29
CO
Recreation and Unclassified:
Parks
Memorial Purposes
Insurance on Public Buildings
Reserve Fund
Notes and Interests
300.00 300.00 299.77
40.00 40.00 37.52
442.40 442.40
4,000.00
442.40
4,000.00 4,000.00 4,000.00
7,700.00 7,700.00 7,700.00 7,223.30
SO
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH
To the Officials and Residents of the Town of Acushnet:
The Board of Health respectfully submits its annual report
for the year 1937.
Immediately following the annual election, the newly
elected member having been duly sworn into office, the Board
of Health met and completed the following organization for
the ensuing year.
Chairman—Joel P. Bradford, M. D.
Secretary—Alexander Newton
Agent and Inspector of Licenses—Charles Dietz
Allen E. Weeks was nominated Inspector of Slaughtering
and following his appointment he was duly sworn into office
and has performed his duties in his customary careful way.
The year's work has been more than usually difficult on
account of the universal depression with its attendant lack of
reasonable nutritious food for the children at the period in
which they are especially susceptible to contagious or nutritional
diseases. Especially deplorable is the fact that on account of
the mandatory high price of milk it makes the free use by the
majority of the children impossible.
The result of this lack is surely and steadily undermining
the constitution and reducing the health of these children to
an extent that will not be overcome for several succeeding
generations.
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The Board has found several flagrant failures of parents
and others to report contagious diseases of which they are
familiar, this causing a spreading of these diseases entirely un
necessarily. The Chairman of the Board acting upon a rumor
uncovered twelve cases of contagious diseases in three hours
drive.
We wish to say that the law states that "Any householder
or other person knowing of the existance of any contagious
disease and failing to report the same shall be punished by a
severe punishment" and we earnestly urge our citizens not to
let the presence of a contagious disease go unnoticed.
The usual trouble with the "Town Dumps" has continued
and will until in some future time we may be able to maintain
a supervised town dump and oblige all to use it. We believe
that our citizens join with us in a desire to keep our town in
a clean healthy condition and will cooperate with us in keeping
their yards, the streets and sidewalks, as well as the regular
town dumps in a healthy and orderly state.
We have been very fortunate in our cases of tuberculor
diseases and our cost has been kept well down, and been a
factor in our ability to finish the year under our budget.
The usual number of minor complaints have been adjusted
and the general condition of the town kept satisfactory.
The following contagious diseases were reported in the
town during the year of 1937.
Chicken Pox 15
Dog Bite 1
Measles 42
Ophthalmia Neonatorum 1
Scarlet Fever 4
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Poliomyelitis 1
Pulmonary Tuberculosis 5
Tuberculor Hip 1
Whooping Cough 2
Total 72
Number of deaths occurring in town during the year—94.
Respectfully submitted,
JOEL P. BRADFORD, M. D.,
ALEXANDER NEWTON,
CHARLES DIETZ,
Board of Plealth.
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REPORT OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES
For the Year Ending December 31, 1937
Annual Appropriation $400.00
Transfer of Bristol County Dog Fund to
Library Account 406.55
$806.55
E:spenditures
Librarians and Assistants $265.36
Janitor 188.00
Books and Periodicals 111.58
Petty Cash 5.00
Water 11.50
Fuel and Lights 174.74
Repairs 42.47
Janitor's Supplies 5.25
Miscellaneous 1.39
805.29
1.26Unexpended balance
$806.55
Expenditures from Russell Memorial Library Fund
Librarian and Assistants $210.38
Janitor 57.00
Fuel 78.06
Lights 5.08
Painting and Repairs 108.49
Books and Binding 150.01
$609.02
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Expenditures from Allen & Rhoda R. Russell
Library Fund
Librarian and Assistants $102.44
Janitor 20.00
Fuel and Lights 63.09
Books and Periodicals 56.70
$242.23
MILLIE A. HERSOM,
THERON R. PARKER,
Trustees of Acushnet Free Public Library.
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF THE
RUSSELL MEMORIAL LIBRARY
FOR 1937'
Number of bound volumes 6,403
Purchased in 1937 205
Donated in 1937 38
Total number added 243
Included in these are reference tools such as Seton's "Lives
of Game Animals", "The Lincoln Library", ten volumes of
"Universal World History", and an "Abridged Reader's Guide
to Periodical Literature"; and books on carpentry, egg-farming,
handicraft, parties, etc. The little folks' table of picture-books
is well patronized.
We are indebted to Mr. Roger Burke for generous gifts
of books and of the magazines "Life" and "Time" while Miss
Georgette Gaudette provides "Better Homes and Gardens" and
"House and Garden" magazines. "Life and Health" is also, a
gift that is appreciated.
Circulation :
Main Library
Fiction 14.803
Non-Fiction 1,955
Magazines 2,190.
Total 18.948
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Long Plain Branch
Books 1,091
Magazines 193
Total 1,284
Total for Town 20,232
Number of Borrowers approximately one thousand.
Library Fines—$52.00.
Respectfully submitted,
EMMA L. WHITE,
Librarian.
Jan. 29, 1938.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
OF THE
TOWN OF ACUSHNET
FOR THE
Year Ending December 31st
1937
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SCHOOL DIRECTORY—1937
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Member Residence Term Expires
Mrs. Marion E. Burt Middle Road 1940
Mr. John L. Fawcett Jean Street 1939
Mr. Edgar B. Cormier Main Street 1938
ORGANIZATION OF COMMITTEE
Chairman—Edgar B. Cormier
Secretary—Albert F. Ford
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Albert F. Ford, Delano Road. Marion
Telephone—Marion 298
Office telephone—7685
Office Hours
9:00 - 10:30 A.M. 3 :00 - 4:30 P.M.
ATTENDANCE OFFICERS
Thomas E. Beaudry North Main Street
Manuel J. Fonseca North Main Street
George Guerin Boylston Street
Albert Langevin Guillotte Street
SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
Joel P. Bradford, M. D. Telephone 1018
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SCHOOL NURSE
Margaret Ideap, R. N. Telephone 7971
SCHOOL CUSTODIANS
Matthew Niziolek Parting Ways School
Edward P. Lyons Mason W. Burt School
William Jenkins Marie S. Howard School
Harry Sherman Long Plain School
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER
Aime Pepin South Main Street
Regular meeting of the School Committee
Second Wednesday of each month
1937 - 1938 CORPS OF TEACHERS
PARTING WAYS SCHOOL
S Mabel A. Phillips IYincipal
Grade 8
V Ada Jackson Grade 7
Emily Sylvia Grade 7
Yvonne Jaillet Grade 6
v/~ Mary Ribeiro Grade 6
Verna Leonard Grade 5
^ Victoria Podgorska Grade 4
Isabelle Kosztyla Grade 3
\y Agnes Koczera Grade 2
Anne Cox Grade 1
Fall River Training School
Brown University, Providence
Teachers' College, Bridgewater
Teachers' College, Worcester
Teachers' College, Hyannis
Teachers' College, Hyannis
Mills Kindergarten. Bridgeport, Conn.
Eastern S. Normal, Castine, Me.
Eastern S. Normal, Castine, Me.
Regis College, Weston
Anna Orlowski
Anna Zajac
Frances Gifford
LONG PLAIN SCHOOL
University of VermontPrincipal
Grade 6 and 7
Grade 4 and 5
Grade 1, 2 and 3
Teachers' College, Hyannis
Farmington, Maine
o
Susie J. Davis
Blanche Rogers
Ruth Taber
Helen Wroblinski
Alma Schumann
Mildred Meade
Stacia Skoczolek
Hilda Leite
MARIE S. HOWARD SCHOOL
B. M. C. Durfee High School, Fall RiverPrincipa
(irade 7 and 8
Grade 5 and 6
Grade 3 and 4
Grade 1 and 2
Teachers' College. Bridgewater
Teachers' College, Hyannis
Massachusetts School of Art
MASON W. BURT SCHOOL
Eastern Nazarene College, WollastonPrincipal
Grade 3 and 4
Grade 5
Grade 1 and 2
Special Class
Teachers' College, Fitchburg
Froebel Normal, Connecticut
Teachers' College, Hyannis
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
RECEIPTS
Town Appropriation
EXPENDITURES
Superintendent's Salary
Attendance Officer
Office Expense
Teachers' Salaries
Text Books
Supplies
Janitors' Salaries
Fuel
Building Supplies
Repairs
Transportation
Health
Tuition
Sundries
Total Expenditures
$46,300.00
$ 2,650.00
52.85
383.65
23,013.00
258.09
1,127.01
4,704.50
1,169.82
687.61
1,224.85
1,771.09
458.25
8,838.35
60.93
$46,300.00
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REPORT OF
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the Acushnet School Committee and
Citizens of Acushnet:
I respectfully submit my sixth annual report as Superin
tendent of the Acushnet School System.
I am satisfied that our schools are functioning smoothly
both from an academic as well as. an administrative angle.
The year 1937 saw many administrative policies altered
for the better. Having devoted much of my 1936 report to
academic problems I shall dwell largely with accomplishments
in the field of administration in my current report.
On March 10, 1937 the School Committee re-organized
with Edgar B. Cormier as Chairman and Albert F. Ford,
Secretary.
A consolidated school graduation was deemed preferable
to the previous plan of three distinct graduations. All eighth
grade graduates received their diplomas in June at the Marie
S. Howard School Auditorium. Concentrating the exercises
in this manner proved to be much more practical. Many favor
able comments were forthcoming from interested citizens.
Supervision was facilitated to a great degree.
This Fall the eighth graders at the Long Plain School
were entered at the Parting Ways School. This action eli
minated the necessity of maintaining a three-grade room in the
upper classes of the Long Plain School. One can easily discern
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in this change a movement of benefit for all pupils involved.
The present sixth and seventh graders realize more time for
recitation with their teacher. Those members of the eighth
grade who transferred to the Parting Ways School are deriving
helpful practice from departmentalized teaching. Briefly, this
method encompasses specialized techniques in that one teacher
supervises one major subject. Five teachers have the respon
sibility of offering training in the five major subjects rather
than one. The pupils themselves gain rapidly under this type
of instruction. Parents of the children making the transfer
have indicated their approval of the action and reveal a strong
support of it.
Several vacancies were created in June through marriage
of teachers. To fill these positions, four in number, the follow
ing teachers were elected: Frances Gifford of Acushnet to teach
grades one, two and three at the Long Plain School. Helen
Wroblinski of Acushnet to teach grades one and two at the
Marie S. Howard School, Ada Jackson of New Bedford to
teach departmental English in grades six, seven and eight at
the Parting Ways School and Anne Cox of New Bedford to
teach grade one at the Parting Ways School.
School Department employees were placed on the fifty-two
weeks payment plan beginning in the Fall of 1937. This means
that the yearly salary is divided into fifty-two parts rather than
thirty-eight parts and is dispensed weekly throughout the year.
Although each weekly payment is considerably smaller the em
ployees find the schedule more satisfactory because compensa
tion continues without break affording opportunity for better
budgeting.
During the summer months the Parting Ways School was
enhanced in appearance by the application of two coats of paint.
The work was well done and the school should stand up for
some time to come without further exterior repair. Several
sections of new fence were constructed at the Marie S. Howard
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School to replace old and broken down pickets which tended
to detract from the appearance of the playground.
Some difficulty arose with respect to transportation of stu
dents to the Bristol County Agricultural School in Segranset.
The School bus formerly used for this purpose was removed
from the highways in October. In the face of this emergency
private passenger automobiles were utilized until bids on an
other School bus could be solicited. Figures were forthcoming
from several Acushnet residents. A three-year contract was
awarded Norman Harrison, of 26 Slocum Street, effective on
January 3. 1938. It is anticipated that the problem of trans
porting our youngsters to the above-mentioned school will be
well managed in the future.
Attendance at the Evening Vocational School classes in
New Bedford is comparatively large at this time, approximately
thirty five being enrolled. This type of education is valuable
in that the opportunity is afforded whereby the person follow
ing a particular trade may improve himself sufficiently to insure
his chances of continued employment.
Coincident with the re-opening of Evening High School
classes in New Bedford the Acushnet School Committee voted
to assume the obligation of paying tuition charges for residents
desiring to add to their education in this manner. Ten people
enrolled in these classes during October.
In 1930 Adult Alien Education was dropped in Acushnet.
Receiving innumerable requests to again conduct and supervise
classes in Americanization the School Board gave the matter
due consideration. In October 1937 the Committee authorized
the organization of an Americanization program. Classes began
at the Parting Ways School on Saturday morning, November
6, 1937 with a very large number in attendance. Over fifty
adults revealed a sharp interest in securing American citizen
ship. When one recognizes the fact that many tax-payers are
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not yet citizens it is clear that these people should have the
privilege of making a genuine effort to secure their papers. It
is gratifying to note the sincere eagerness of those individuals
now attending the Americanization classes. Mrs. Frances
Gifford and Miss Anna Orlowski are teaching the groups in a
superior way.
There are eight more Acushnet students attending the New
Bedford High School. One pupil is attending the Wareham
High School. Three students are continuing their education at
the Fairhaven High School. These latter mentioned people are
exceptions to the rule and have been granted this privilege by
the School Committees of Wareham and Fairhaven respectively.
Remaining in the same system until graduation tends to pre
serve one's continuity of progress in secondary school studies.
Such discretion is an act of courtesy on the part of School
Boards involved and means much to students so recognized.
Under the provisions of Part 1 of Chapter 70 of the
General Laws, which provides State reimbursement on account
of the employment of teachers, $5,350.00 was due the Town of
Acushnet on November 20. 1937. For the tuition in the public
schools of children in the custody of the State Division of Child
Guardianship, under the provisions of General Laws, Chapter
76. sections 7 to 10. inclusive, the sum of $546.60 was received
from the State. The refund on account of Vocational Educa
tion was $4,218.50. For the information of the townspeople
the State reimburses one-half the tuition charges for Vocational.
Continuation School and Adult Alien Education.
Calling your attention to the Age and Grade Distribution
chart I am pleased to note an increase in the number of pupils
of normal age. There is a marked decrease in the number over
age and an evident though slight increase among those under
age. A direct aftermath of this more desirable distribution is
seen in the rapidly diminishing number of children three years
or more retarded in progress.
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It means much to one who supervises the growth of the
learning process to observe such plain evidence of maximum
absorption of instruction so effectively rendered by the teaching
staff.
All School Department employees arc working together
in amenable steadfastness. Accpctable school techniques are
directly dependent upon the kind of loyalty and cooperation
they manifest daily. The Trust Fund Commissioners have
assisted materially by providing many supplementary textbooks.
In closing my report I sincerely acknowledge the ready
interest and practical judgment of the School Committee in ad
ministering the schools of Acushnet. It is gratifying to note a
continued friendly response of the general public to problems
pertaining to the education of its youth.
Very respectfully yours,
ALBERT F. FORD,
Superintendent of Schools.
Acushnet, Massachusetts
January 12, 1938
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ESTIMATED SCHOOL BUDGET — 1938
Superintendent's Salary $ 2,600.00
Attendance Officer 40.00
Office Expense 400.00s
Teachers' Salaries 24,300.00
Text Books 300.00
Supplies 1.000.00
Janitors' Salaries 4,650.00
Fuel 1,200.00
Building Supplies 650.00
Repairs 800.00
Transportation 1,750.00
Health 550.00
Tuition 10,200.00
Sundries 60.00
Budget for 1938. $48,500.00
AGE AND GRADE DISTRIBUTION, OCTOBER 1, 1937
AGE
Grade 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
o
I. 19 44 16 3 1 1 84
II. 15 36 12 10 4 77
III. 6 22 15 11 4 5 63
IV. 8 30 17 12 6 3 76
V. 11 22 20 14 13 4 84
VI. 10 32 22 16 5 3 88
VII. 5 19 14 20 4 62
VIII. 8 26 11 1 1 47
Special Class 1 3 4 5 13
Totals 19 59 58 45 67 64 73 76 75 44 13 1 594
Number between heavy linos arc of normal age.
Number to right of heavy lines are over age.
Number to left of heavy lines are under age.
Total enrolled 594 Percent enrolled 100%
Number normal age 367 Percent normal age 62%
Number over age 141 Percent over age 23%
Number under age 86 Percent under age 15%
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE AND
SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
To the School Committee, Superintendent of Schools
and Residents of Acushnet:
At the close of another school year we respectfully submit
the following report for the year 1937.
With great pleasure we record another year without a case
of Diphtheria among our many school children, and as more
and more children enter school having come up through the
baby clinic, the pre school care, and the cooperation of the
principals and teachers, we find far less organic diseases.
Each year shows more and more the unfortunate results
of the lack of milk and other high vitamin containing food. We
sincerely hope that restrictions may be lessened before long so
that they may receive milk for a less price or some means de
vised whereby the undernourished children at least might re
ceive added food. As a whole the parents have shown a very
cooperative spirit, but when they say "We get only live or six
dollars each week", we really have no answer but to try and
find some solution.
The superintendent, principals and teachers have been both
kind and generous and especially cooperative in helping all they
possibly can, and as a whole the general health morale has im
proved and many of our children have become tooth and pos
ture conscious.
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We look into the future with great hope and sincerely
thank the superintendent, teachers and parents for their interest
and cooperation.
Respectfully,
MARGARET H. HEAP. R. N.,
JOEL P. BRADFORD. M. D.
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PROPERTY EXEMPT OF TAXES
in the
TOWN OF ACUSHNET
1937
Personal
Estate
Real
Estate Total
Commonwealth of Massachusetts:
Land 1 Acre
Fire Observatory
$100.00
160.00
$ 260.00
Town of Acushnet:
Town Hall
Police Station
Land Site 5,400 sq.
Office Furniture
feet
$2,500.00
$4,800.00
560.00
2,400.00
$10,260.00
$ 4.000.00
Pope Park:
Land 7\/-> acres
Base Ball Stand
Rest House
$3,200.00
160.00
540.00
Russell Memorial Library $16,000.00
Land, Lots 24, 25 and 26 on
plan of Dosithe Guillotte
and Henry Saucier 1,320.00
Furniture, Paintings and
Books $3,000.00
$20,320.00
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Per.
Es
tonal
tale
Real
Estate Total
Isolation Hospital
Land Mendall Road 1/3 acre
$560.00
100.00
660 00
Street Department:
Roller House
Gravel Lot, Leonard Street
5,400 sq. feet
Gravel Lot, Mendall Road
1 acre
St. Department Machinery $5,000.00
$920.00
50.00
100.00
$
\J\JWm\J\J
6.070.00
Burt Memorial School
School Lot. South Main
Street, 1 acre
$8,000.00
800.00
$ 8,800.00
Long Plain School
School Lot Yi acre
$2,000.00
400.00
$ 2,400.00
Parting Ways School
School Lot 1Vs acres
$12,000.00
1,600.00
cm 7 r.r\r\ no
V1
Marie S. Howard School
School Lot 1 >/•> acres
$12,000.00
800.00
$1 2,800.00
School Furniture and Books $5 ,000.00 $ 5.000.00
Fire Department Equipment $2,800.00 $ 2.800.00
Board of Health, Lot Main
Street, 4 acres $2,000.00 $ 2.000.00
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Personal Real
Estate Estate Total
Acushnet Fire and Water District:
Machinery $ 3.000.00
Tools and Stock 15.000.00
Land, being Lots 43 to 49
inc. on plan of Dosithe
Guillotte and Henry Saucier $ 800.00
$18,800.00
Advent Church, Middle Road:
Church and Sheds $400.00
Church Lot 5,440 sq. ft. 100.00
$ 500.00
Baptist Church :
Church and Sheds $1,760.00
Church Lots -} acre 100.00
$ 1,860.00
Catholic Church, Main Street:
Church $60,000.00
Community Building 480.00
Church Lot 1 acre 3,200.00
$63,680.00
Christian Church, Perry Hill Road:
Church and Shed $880.00
Church Lot % acre 100.00
$ 980.00
Friends' Church Lot. 142 Main St. $800.00 $800.00
Friends' Church, Long Plain:
Church $800.00
Sheds 160.00
Church Lot 21,780 sq. ft. 240.00
$ 1,200.00
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Personal Real
Estate Estate Total
Methodist Church, 65 Main Street:
Church $4,480.00
Church Lot 10,890 sq. ft. 800.00
$ 5,280.00
Methodist Church, Long Plain Road:
Church and Sheds $1,600.00
Community House 800.00
Church Lot, 5,449 sq. ft. 100.00
$ 2,500.00
Acushnet Cemetery, 93 Main Street
Land Sy2 acres $8,000.00 $8,000.00
Friends' Cemetery, Wing Road
Land 1 acre $800.00 $ 800.00
Long Plain Cemetery, Long Plain :
Land 3 acres $400.00 $ 400.00
Peckham Cemetery, Peckham Road:
Land 10,590 sq. ft. $50.00 $ 50.00
Taber Cemetery, Wing Road:
Land 2 acres $2,400.00 $2,400.00
Animal Rescue League, 388 Middle Rd.:
Part of Homestead 2 acres $ 800.00
Dwelling 2,400.00
Barn 400.00
Carriage House 120.00
Brick Building 2,400.00
; $6,120.00
Acushnet Hospital Association:
133 South Main St., Homestead
2 acres $1,520.00
Hospital Building
Barn
Garage
137 South Main Street,
Homestead 1 acre
Nurse's Home
Barn
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Personal Real
Estate Estate
3,800.00
760.00
150.00
1.140.00
1,975.00
150.00
Total
$9,495.00
St. Catherine Convent, 221 Main Street:
Part of Homestead
3 acres, 19,040 sq. ft. $2,160.00
Dwelling 2,800.00
Community Building 2.400.00
Hen house 160.00
4 Small Buildings 160.00
Barn 400.00
Fowl $350.00
Cows 4 at $60.00 240.00
$8,670.00
PROPERTY OWNED BY THE TOWN OF ACUSHNET
1937
ACQUIRED UNDER SECTIONS 79 AND 80. CHAPTER 60, GENERAL LAWS
AND LAND COURT FORECLOSURE
Former Owner Description of Real Estate each parcel Total
(Almeida. Francisco Duarte) Lots 73 to 76 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 $ 80.00 $ 80.00 5
(Alves, Maria et al) Lots 39 and 40 on plan of Suburban Park 100.00 100.00
(Anderton, John J.) Lots 19 to 41 inc. on plan 10741 A. Cert, of
™e 20IS 2,280.00 2.2S0.00(Antomewicz, Gerald) Lots 137 to 142 inc. on plan of North View
Park 160.00
Lots 145 to 147 inc. on plan of North View
Park 100.00
Lots 299 to 301 inc. on plan of North View
Park 100.00
360.00
Former Owner
(Arendt, Frank)
(Arendt, Walter)
(Arsenault. Madeline)
(Aubrey. August)
(Bailey, Martha)
( Barlow, Mamie)
( Baron, Joseph)
(Barreto, Antonio Freit
Value of
Description of Real Estate each parcel
Lots 323 and 324 on plan of North View Park 100.00
Lots 363 to 366 inc. on plan of North View
Park 160.00
Lots 355 and 356 on plan of Wilbur Heights 30.00
Lots 79 and 80 on plan of Laura Keene Farm
Section 1 30.00
Lots 1 and 2 on plan of Laura Keene Farm
Section 1
Lots 53 and 54 on plan of Coulombe Manor
Lots 403 to 406 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 33 and 34 on plan of Glenwood Terrace
North
Lots 167 to 170 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace
Lots 114 to 116 inc. and Lots 133 to 135 inc.
on plan of Acushnet Villa 200.00
Lots 266 to 270 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 10 150.00
asetali) Lots 157 and 158 on plan of Suburban Park 455.00
Total
l
150.00 150.00
150.00 150.00
: 90.00 90.00
90.00 90.00
: 125.00 125.00
200.00
150.00
455.00
(Bennett, Alfred S.)
(Bessey, Allen R. & Alice J.)
Lots 15 to 22 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 210.00
Lots 25 to 27 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 100.00
Lots 36 to 39 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 115.00
Lots 49 to 53 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 95.00
Lots 58 to 62 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 95.00
Lots 65 to 72 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 150.00
Lots 75 and 76 on plan of Wilbur Heights 65.00
Lots 100 to 142 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 170.00
Lots 152 to 155 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 50.00
Lots 160 and 161 on plan of Wilbur Heights 50.00
Lots 16S to 184 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 410.00
Lots 189 to 195 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 210.00
Lots 205 to 212 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 190.00
Lots 225 to 258 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 730.00
Lots 281 to 308 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 320.00
Lots 329 to 345 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 160.00
Lots 359 to 362 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 50.00
Lots 372 to 388 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 160.00
Lots 409 to 442 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights 455.00
Lots 122, 123, 210 and 211 on plan of Coulombe
Manor Addition No. 2 140.00
s
3.785.00
140.00
Former Owner
(Blades, Thomas H.)
( P.Iain, Amedee)
(Plain. Edmond et al)
(Boisclair, Adolph H.)
( Bolduc, Joseph)
(Bonneau, Philipp)
(Boreka, William)
(Botelho, Christiano Jose)
(Boucher, Philomene Tr.)
(Bradford. Eliza B.)
(Branconnier, Joseph)
(Braun, Leon)
(Brazil. John A.)
(Briggs, William)
Value of
each parcel Total
150.00 150.00
345.00 345.00
345.00 345.00
160.00 160.00
220.00 220.00
230.00 230.00
325.00 325.00
230.00 230.00
150.00 150.00
160.00 160.00
230.00 230.00
145.00 145.00
40.00 40.00
100.00
Description of Real Estate
Lots 47S to 481 inc. on plan of Bavview Terrace
Lots 99, 100 and 101 on plan of Homestead
Park
Lots 102 to 104 inc. on plan of Homestead Park
Lots 351 to 370 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 10
Lots 25 to 30 inc. on plan of North View Park
Part of Lot 90 on plan of Homestead Park-
Lots 135 to 139 inc. on plan of Alpine Heights
RcPlat with building thereon
Lot 211 on plan of Homestead Park Addition
Lots 13 and 14 on plan of Glenwood Terrace
North
Rotch Lot, 6 acres
Lot 184 on plan of Homestead Park Addition
Lots 253 to 256 inc. on plan of North View
Park
Lots 124 and 125 on plan of Westgate Park-
Lots 41 to 45 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
(Briggs, William)
(Brochu, Joseph)
(Bryda, Salomeja)
(Buckley, Ruth M.)
(Burke, Sarah & Matthew)
(Burrows, Agnes A.)
(Burt. Joseph A.)
Lots 232 to 236 inc. and 273 to 277 inc. on plan
of Westgate Park-
Lots 54 and 55 on plan of Flomestead Park
Lots 193 to 197 inc. on plan of North View
Park
Lots 71 to 74 inc. on plan of Adams Park
Nantucket Lot, 18 acres
Lois Pope Lot, 214 acres
Wood Land 3l/2 acres
Land easterly side of T. Woods Mill Pond
2014 acres
Land west of Cushman's Pond. 22% acres
Wood Land, 9% acres
Lots 203 and 204 on plan of North View Park
Meadow land north side of Wing Road, 15%
acres
Meadow land westerly side of Main Street, 3l/i
acres
100.00
455.00
200.00
455.00
300.00 300.00
400.00 400.00
180.00
25.00
35.00
11
420.00
700.00
95.00
1.455.00
115.00115.00
7.560.00
2,080.00
o r; -i n r\n
Former Owner
(Bradford, Joel P.)
(Cardinal, Frank)
(Carpenter, Frank)
<< <<
(Caya, Edmond)
(Cayton, Marguerite A.)
(Chamberlain, Charles E.)
(Chartier, Caroline)
(Chausee, Aldege)
Value of
each parcel TotalDescription of Real Estate
Lots 51 and 70 on plan of Glenwood Terrace
North with building thereon
Lots 142 and 143 on plan of Glenwood Terrace
North
Lot 103 on plan of Riverside Farm
Lot 130 on plan of Riverside Farm
Lots 258 to 260 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manoi
Addition No. 2
Part of Lot 120 on plan of Homestead Park
Lot 49 on plan of Suburban Park
Lots 53 and 54 on plan of Suburban Park
Lots 158 and 159 on plan of North View Park
Lots 320 to 323 inc. and 378 to 381 inc. on plan
of Westgate Park
Lots 360 to 364 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 137 to 139 inc. on plan of Glenwood
Terrace North
780.00
480.00
190.00
190.00
780.00
480.00
80.00 80.00
50.00 50.00 i\i
110.00
230.00
•\ac\ r\n
95.00
200.00
115.00
685.00
95.00
1.000.00
(Claudino, Leonora A. et ali)
(Coady, Emery et al)
(Cobb, George S. et al)
(Collins. Hugh J.)
(Conroy, Jack)
(Coury, Peter)
(Couture, Ernest E.)
(Cunha, Domingo)
(Dabrowski, Joseph F.)
(Dallair, Joseph)
(Davis, Leven)
(Degree, Louisa)
Lots 104 and 106 on plan of Riverside Farm
Lots 46 to 49 inc. on plan of Bayvievv Terrace
Clark-Earl Wood Lot, 105 acres
Lots 63 to 66 inc. on plan of North View Park
Lots 15 to IS inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 242 to 254 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 537 to 542 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 45 to 52 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Lots 44 to 48 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights
Lot 61 on plan of Suburban Park with building
thereon
Lots 19 to 22 inc. on plan of North View Park
Lot 176 on plan of North View Park
Lots 329 and 330 on plan of North View Park
Lot 44 on plan of West Farm
Lots 325 to 328 inc. on plan of North View
Park
Lots 562 to 564 inc. on plan of Pembroke Villa
Lots 422 and 423 on plan of Bavview Terrace
300.00 300.00
i 100.00 100.00
840.00 840.00
150.00 150.00
110.00
: 150.00
90.00
^sooo
230.00 230.00
165.00 165.00 _
Cm
190.00 190.00
: 160.00
115.00
: 70.00
160.00
SOS 00
110.00 110.00
l 115.00 115.00
: 70.00 70.00
Former Owner
(DcMello, Joseph S.)
(Demers, Marie)
(Denault, David & Mathilda)
(Desjeunes, Ernest Tr.)
( Desroche, Alphonse)
(Devoll, Abiah C.)
(Dias, Adelino)
(Dion, Alfred)
(Dixwell, Harriet G.)
(Dow, Walter)
(Duchaine, Pierre)
(Duckworth, Florence)
(Dudeck, Michael)
Description of Real Estate
Lot 42 on plan of Adams Park
Lots 273, 274, 443 and 444 on plan of Wilbur
Heights
Lots 80 and 81 on plan of Adams Park-
Lots 83 and 84 on plan of Wilbur Heights
Lots 44 and 45 on plan of Coulombe Manor
Lots 128 to 131 inc. on plan of Glenwood
Terrace North
Lot 163 on plan of Suburban Park-
Lots 36 to 43 inc. on plan of Laura Keene Farm
Section 2
Land situated on the easterly side of Mill Road
Lots 165 to 167 inc. and Lots 169 to 171 inc.
on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 73 and 74 on plan of Glenwood Terrace
North
Lots 77 and 78 on plan of Wilbur Heights
Lots 23. 24, 63 and 64 on plan of Wilbur
Heights
Value of
each parcel Total
115.00 115.00
145.00
150.00
225.00
140.00
145.00
150.00
225.00
140.00
910.00
160.00
910.00
160.00 £
•p».
160.00
400.00
160.00
400.00
90.00
230.00
230.00
190.00
90.00
230.00
230.00
190.00
(Duffy, John J.)
(Dupont, Rose Delina)
(Dupuis, Rose)
(Dzioba, Helena)
(Eastham, John et ux)
(Fernandes, Frank)
(Fernandes, Manuel)
(Fonseca, Mary Gomes)
•i <( <t
(Fortin, Philomene)
(Frade, Manuel S.)
Lots 23 to 33 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 3
Lots 180 and 181 on plan of Homestead Park
Addition
Lots 199 to 201 inc. on plan of Homestead
Park Addition with building thereon
Lots 61 to 65 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 4
Lots 84 to 88 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Lots 213 and 214 on plan of Wilbur Heights
Lots 35 to 39 inc. on plan of Bavview Terrace
Lots 63 to 66 inc. on plan of Bavview Terrace
Lots 263 and 264 on plan of North View Park
Lots 311 to 314 inc. on plan of North View
Park
Lots 227 to 238 inc. on plan of Coulombe
Manor Addition No. 2
Lots 107 to 110 inc. and part of Lot 111 on plan
of Suburban Park with buildings thereon
440.00 440.00
455.00 455.00
505.00 505.00
305.00 305.00
100.00 100.00
90.00 90.00 _
: 150.00
: 120.00
270.00
: 80.00
100.00
180.00
190.00190.00
i
480.00 480.00
Former Owner
(Fredette, Alfred)
(Frias, Francisco et ux)
(Gagnon, Sylfred P.)
(Gamache, Joseph)
(Gaudette, J. Alfred & Daisy)
(Gayton, Archibald C.)
Value of
each parcel Total
100.00 100.00
2,050.00 2,050.00
85.00 S5.00
230.00 230.00
130.00 130.00
80.00
150.00
>—•
150.00
110.00
355.00
560.00
530.00
Description of Real Estate
Lot 25 on plan of Acushnet Villa
Lots 66 and 67 on plan of Pembroke Villa with
building thereon
Lots 426 to 428 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 109 and 110 on plan of Homestead Park
Lot 547 on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 49, 50, 55 and 56 on plan of Acushnet
Villa
Lots 107 to 113 inc. on plan of Acushnet Villa
Lots 117 to 121 inc. and 128 to 132 inc. on
plan of Acushnet Villa
Lots 141 and 142 on plan of Acushnet Villa
Lots 143 to 159 inc. and Lots 170 to 174 inc.
on plan of Acushnet Villa with building
thereon
Lots 184 to 188 inc. and Lots 199 to 207 inc.
on plan of Acushnet Villa
Lots 189, 190, 197 and 198 on plan of Acushnet
Villa with buildings thereon
(Gayton, Archibald C.) Lots 211 to 217 inc. and Lots 240 to 244 inc.
on plan of Acushnet Villa 260.00
Lots 222 to 235 inc. on plan of Acushnet Villa 100.00
Lots 247 to 253 inc. and Lots 276 and 277 on
plan of Acushnet Villa 245.00
Lots 256 to 273 inc. on plan of Acushnet Villa
with building thereon 250.00
" Lots 290 to 312 inc. on plan of Acushnet Villa 135.00
Lots 319 to 354 inc. on plan of Acushnet Villa 150.00
Lots 355 to 390 inc. on plan of Acushnet Villa 150.00
" " Lots 391 to 415 inc. and D. on plan of Acush- —
net Villa !50.00 ^
" Lots 1 to 9 inc. and 12 to 23 inc. on plan of
Pembroke Villa 760.00
" Lots 24 to 38 inc. on plan of Pembroke Villa 310.00
Lots 89 to 104 inc.. 109. 110 and 119 to 140 inc.
on plan of Pembroke Villa 175.00
Lots 113 and 114 on plan of Pembroke Villa 230.00
« Lots 141 to 193 inc. on plan of Pembroke Villa 175.00
Lots 194 to 219 inc. and 235 to 245 inc. on plan
of Pembroke Villa 130.00
«< « " Lots 275 to 297 inc. on plan of Pembroke Villa 50.00
Former Owner
(Gayton, Archibald C.)
(Geltouskis, Louise et al)
(Gervickas, Alex)
(Giasson. Louis Z.)
(Gingras, Arthur)
(Goes, Jose)
(Goguen, Alfred)
Description of Real Estate
Lots 298 to 308 inc. on plan of Pembroke Villa
Lots 342 to 350 inc. on plan of Pembroke Villa
Lots 351 to 372 inc. and 381 to 401 inc. on
plan of Pembroke Villa
Lots 402 to 450 inc. on plan of Pembroke Villa
Lots 451 to 470 inc. and Lots 479 to 497 inc.
on plan of Pembroke Villa
Lots 498 to 516 inc. and Lots 521 to 542 inc. on
plan of Pembroke Villa
Lots 543 to 545 inc. on plan of Pembroke Villa
Lots 546 to 561 inc. on plan of Pembroke Villa
Lots 565 to 575 inc. on plan of Pembroke Villa
Lots 319, 320, 323 and 324 on plan of Pem
broke Villa with building thereon
Lots 351 and 352 on plan of North View Park
Lots 12 and 13 on plan of Adams Park-
Part of Lot 89 on plan of Homestead Park-
Lots 278 to 282 inc. on plan of Acushnet Villa
Lot 121 on plan of Homestead Park
Value of
each parcel
80.00
70.00
170.00
195.00
150.00
Total
150.00
i 10.00
40.00
a 50.00
6,120.00
555.00 555.00
65.00 65.00
230.00 230.00
230.00 230.00
300.00 300.00
240.00 240.00
CO
(Golen, Frank Trustee)
(Gomes, Maria P.)
(Gomes, Henry)
(Gomes, Mary)
(Gonsalves, Abelino)
(Gouveia, Candida)
(Green, William S.)
(Greenstein, Louis)
(Gregorie, Eliodore)
Lot 30 on plan of Dositlie Guillotte and Henry
Saucier 230.00
Lot 29 on plan of Suburban Park 100.00
Lots 335 and 336 on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 95.00
Lots 294 to 296 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 60.00
Lots 169 to 171 inc. on plan of Suburban Park 600.00
Lots 69 to 88 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace 230.00
Lots 109 to 130 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace 230.00
Lots 250 to 271 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace 230.00
Lots 283 to 326 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace 1,055.00
Lots 276 and 277 on plan of Bayview Terrace 75.00
Lots 327 to 330 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace 100.00
Lots 180 to 186 inc. on plan of Westgate Park 85.00
Lot 43 on plan on Glenwood Terrace North 230.00
Lots 75 and 76 on plan of Glenwood Terrace
North 455.00
Lot 199 on plan of Parting Ways Extension
with building thereon 460.00
230.00
100.00
95.00
60.00
600.00
1.920.00
85.00
685.00
Former Owner
(Gregorie, Eliodore)
(Gregory, Napoleon)
(< ruerin, John)
(Guilktte. Aldei)
(Guy. Rose W.)
(Harpin, Ambroise)
(Harrison, Alexander)
Description of Real Estate
Lot 1 on plan of Girard Terrace
Lots 47 to 54 inc. on plan on Laura Keene
Farm Section 2
Lots 57 to 63 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 2
Lots 24 and 25 on plan of Glenwood Terrace
North
Lots 31 and 32 on plan of Glenwood Terrace
North
Lot 134 on plan of Glenwood Terrace North
Lots 122 to 125 inc. and 132 to 135 inc. on plan
of Coulombe Manor
Lot 60 on plan of Riverside Farm with buildings
thereon
Lots 285 to 288 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Value of
each parcel Total
305.00
765.00
160.00
160.00
320.00
95.00 i—»ON
o
90.00
185.00
230.00230.00
i
610.00 610.00
t
330.00 330.00
100.00 100.00
(Heaton, William)
(Heneault, Romeo)
(Heologetter. Constants)
(Herbert, Edward)
« K
Lots 213 to 216 inc. on plan of Homestead Park
Addition
Lots 297 to 304 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Lot 157 on plan of Homestead Park-
Lots 11 and 12 on plan of Coulombe Manor Ad
dition No. 2
Lots 57 to 71 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Lots 89 to 94 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Lot 110 on plan of Coulombe Manor Addition
No. 2
Lots 117 to 121 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Lots 124 to 131 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Lot 134 on plan of Coulombe Manor Addition
No. 2
Lot 137 on plan of Coulombe Manor Addition
No. 2
400.00
255.00
100.00
150.00
240.00
95.00
70.00
145.00
230.00
95.00
70.00
400.00
255.00
100.00
On
Value of
Former Owner Description of Real Estate each parcel Total
'Herbert, Edward) Lots 175 to 183 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 145.00
" " Lots 194 to 196 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 115.00
Lots 199 to 209 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 175.00
Lots 212 to 222 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 175.00
Lots 261 to 276 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 150.00
Lots 281 to 284 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 50.00
Lots 292 and 293 on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 95.00
Lots 305 to 309 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 80.00
Lots 326 to 334 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 145.00
Lots 337 to 344 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 190.00
«< «
a tl
n <<
ON
(He bert, Edward)
( Higgins, William)
(Hillman, Fred G.)
(Houle, Hormidas et al)
( Houle, Marie Louise)
(Houle, Philomene)
(Howland, Fannie)
Lots 112 and 113 on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 175 to 177 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 189 to 191 inc. on plan of Westgate Park-
Lots 192 to 194 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 436 to 442 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 451 to 455 inc. on plan of Westgate Park-
Lots 465 to 467 inc. on plan of Westgate Park-
Lots 487 and 488 on plan of Westgate Park
I.His 543 to 545 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
with buildings thereon
Lot 551 on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 60 to 69 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 100 to 102 inc. on plan of Riverside Farm
Lots 53 and 54 on plan of Franco-American
Investment Co.
Lots. 34 to 37 inc. on plan of Homestead Park
Lots 50 to 52 inc. on plan of Franco-American
Investment Co.
Lots 101 to 108 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace
Lots 131 to 137 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace
Lots 199 to 210 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace
30.00
45.00
45.00
40.00
85.00
75.00
45.00
30.00
580.00
130.00
3.520.00
160.00160.00
455.00 455.00
210.00 210.00
455.00 455.00
455.00 455.00
145.00
210.00
365.00
On
Former Owner
(Howland, Fannie)
(Izdebski. Andrew)
(Jaillet, Adrienne)
(Jaworek, Eugene)
(Jordan. Margaret)
(Jrzek. Joseph & Wiadislawa)
(Labonte, Jacob & Georgianna)
Description of Real Estate
Lots 331 to 358 inc. on plan of Bayview
Lots 361 to 391 inc. on plan of Bayview
Lots 394 and 395 on plan of Bayview
Lots 401 to 417 inc. on plan of Bayview
Lots 420 and 421 on plan of Bayview
Lots 424 to 427 inc. on plan of Bayview
Lots 435 to 437 inc. on plan of Bayview
Lot 440 on plan of Bayview Terrace
Lots 466 and 467 on plan of Bayview
Lots 472 to 477 inc. on plan of Bayview
Value of
each parcel
560.00
620.00
50.00
340.00
60.00
95.00
75.00
25.00
70.00
160.00
Terrace
Terrace
Terrace
Terrace
Terrace
Terrace
Terrace
Terrace
Terrace
230.00
305.00
Total
2.775.00
230.00
305.00
Lots 92 and 93 on plan of Wilbur Heights
Lot 140 on plan of Riverside Farm with build
ing thereon
Lots 148 to 153 inc. on plan of North View
Park
Lots 482 to 485 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace
Lots 31 to 34 inc. on plan of North View Park
Lots 46 and 47 on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 211 to 214 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
160.00 160.00
110.00 110.00
230.00 230.00
95.00
150.00
8
(Labonte, Jacob & Georgianna) Lots 494 on plan of Westgate Park 50.00
(Laferriere. Albert)
(Lafleur, Zenon)
(Lagasse, Florence L.)
(Lagasse, Idala A.)
(Laliberty, Irenee)
(Lambert. Blanche)
(Langlois, Delphis)
(Langlois, Joseph)
(Lapierre, Joseph)
(Lardner, Joseph A.)
Lots 36 to 41 inc. on plan of Acushnet Heights
Lots 331 to 350 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 10
Lots 371 to 380 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 10
Lots 63 to 68 inc. on plan of Acushnet Heights
with building thereon
Lots 164 to 166 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights
Lots 322 to 325 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Lots 350 and 351 on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Land with buildings thereon situated on the
northerly side of Hamlin Street, 1*4 acres
Lots 295 to 298 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lot 103 on plan of West Farm
Lots 381 to 390 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 10
; 190.00
295.00
190.00
150.00
95.00
245.00
710.00
230.00 £
>
710.00
i 230.00
80.00 80.00
230.00 230.00
2,955.00
: 150.00
230.00
2.955.00
150.00
230.00
95.00
Former Owner
(Lardner, Joseph A.)
(Leary, John P. Tr.)
(Lebeau, Lucianna)
(LeBlanc, Odilon)
(LeBoeuf, Alphonse)
<< tt
(Leger, Mary E.)
(Levault, Hector)
(Levesque, Arsene et al)
(Lewis, George)
(Lizotte, Arthur)
(Lizotte, Celina)
Value of
each parcel
150.00
Description of Real Estate
Lots 411 to 430 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 10
Total
Lots 109 to 112 inc. on plan of Glenwood Ter
race North
Lots 215 to 218 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights
Lots 37 to 40 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Lots 395 to 402 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights
with buildings thereon
Lots 403 to 408 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights
Lots 71 to 74 inc. on plan of Acushnet Villa
Lots 162 and 163 on plan of Wilbur Lleights
Lot 65 on plan of Eastern Dale
Lots 13 to 17 inc. on plan of Franco-American
Investment Co.
Lots 111 to 116 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Lots 53 to 56 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
465.00 465.00
145.00 145.00
145.00 145.00
1,525.00
i—>
1,525.00 &
95.00 95.00
i 200.00 200.00
95.00 95.00
50.00 50.00
760.00 760.00
345.00 345.00
80.00 80.00
(Loftus, Flora E.)
(Lussier, Peter)
(Majowski, Peter)
(Mandville, Agnes)
(Marois, Gordias)
(Martin, Samuel)
(Maryotte, Charles F.)
(Mechaber, Louis)
(Medeiros, Joaquim P.)
(Mello, Maria)
(Mello, Mary DeLuiz De)
(Meney, Fred)
Lots 1 to 11 inc. on plan of Laura Keene Farm
Section 5 610.00 610.00
Lots 113 to 118 inc. and Lots 143 and 144 on
plan of Coulombe Manor 300.00 300.00
Lots 61 and 62 on plan of North View Park 95.00 95.00
Lots 223 and 224 on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 40.00 40.00
Lots 310 and 311 on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Lot 12 on plan of West Farm
Lots 346 to 350 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
with building thereon
Lot 29 on plan of Parting Ways Allotment with
building thereon
Lots 160 to 162 inc. on plan of North View
Park
Lots 59 and 60 on plan of Coulombe Manor
with building thereon
Lots 3 and 4 on plan of Wilbur Heights
Lots 39. 40 and 41 on plan of Coulombe Manor
Lots 9 and 10 on plan of Parting Ways Allot
ment with building thereon 460.00 460.00
40.00
270.00
40.00
270.00
450.00 450.00
t—*
ON
VJ
790.00 790.00
120.00 120.00
.110.00
95.00
160.00
1.110.00
95.00
160.00
Value of
Former Owner Description of Real Estate each parcel Total
(Mont. Welsford P.) Lots 47 to 54 inc. on plan of William C. Parker
Cert, of Title 559
Lots 84 and 85 on plan of William C. Parker,
Cert, of Title 559
I Montminy. Alexander et ux) Lots 5 and 6 on plan of Glenwood Terrace
North with building thereon
(Morin, Arthur) Lots 92 to 107 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
( Morris. James) Lots 43 to 49 inc. on plan of Franco-American
Investment Co.
(Moura, Eliza) Lots 55 to 58 inc. on plan of Laura Keene Farm
Section 9
Lots 251 to 260 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
I'arm Section 10
Lots 391 to 400 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 10
Lots 311 to 320 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 10
Lots 471 to 490 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 10
190.00 190.00
150.00 150.00
555.00 555.00
190.00 190.00
560.00 560.00
i—'
On
CO
150.00
95.00
95.00
95.00
150.00
(Motira, Eliza)
(Murray, Caroline)
(Murray,
(Murray,
Frederick E.)
George J. W. Jr.)
(Nowlan,
(Orlowski
Flattie)
, Ludwik)
(Orlowski, Wladyslaw)
(Paiva, Antone et al)
(Panek, Lawrence Tr.)
(Pepin, Eva)
(Perreira. Manuel F. & Anna C.) Lot 173 on plan of Suburban Park
Lots 511 to 530 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 10 150.00
95.00
150.00
610.00
735.00
95.00
150.00
Lot 30 on plan of Laura Keene Farm
Section 1
Lots 190 to 192 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace
Lots 12 to 22 inc. on plan of Laura Keene Farm
Section 3
Lots 21 to 29 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 1
Lots 23 and 24 on plan of North View Park
Lots 67 and 68 on plan of North View Park
Lots 181 and 182 on plan on North View Park
Lots 72 to 76 inc. and Lots 181 to 185 inc. on
plan of Coulombe Manor with buildings
thereon
Lot 133 on plan of Suburban Park
Lots 244 to 250 inc. on plan of North View
Park with building thereon
Lots 179 and 208 on plan of Acushnet Villa
610.00 1,220.00
95.00 95.00
•—*
95.00 ON
150.00
245.00
1,305.001.305.00
50.00 50.00
1,320.00 1,320.00
230.00 230.00
180.00 180.00
Former Owner
(Perry, Emma)
(Petipas, Mrs. Henri)
(Pinard, Alice)
(Pittsley, John)
(Plaud, Albert J.)
ti <«
(Podsiadlo, Felicia)
(Poineau, Louis Heirs)
(Poirier, Arthur)
Description of Real Estate
Value of
t
Lots 237 to 241 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 289 to 291 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2
Lot 51 on plan of Parting Ways Allotment
Lot 92 on plan of Suburban Park with buildings
thereon
Lots 74 to 78 inc. on plan of Alpine Heights
RePlat
Lots 79 to 84 inc. and Lots 193 to 198 inc. on
plan of Alpine Heights RePlat
Lots 199 to 204 inc. on plan of Alpine Heights
RePlat
Lots 211 and 212 on plan of Bayview Terrace
Lots 428 to 430 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace
Lots 221 to 224 inc. on plan of North View
Park-
Lots 119 to 121 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Lots 26 to 28 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 230.00
each parcel Total
: 150.00 150.00
60.00 60.00
230.00 230.00
t
1,425.00 1.425.00
100.00
200.00
i
100.00
: 75.00
: 95.00
570.00
160.00160.00
160.00 160.00
230.00
VI
O
(Ponto, Antonio)
(Pouliot, Francois)
(Presnal, Paul)
(Preston, Stanley)
(Racicot, Alexander)
(Rayno, Walter)
(Remillard, Rosanna Tr.)
(Restelho, John DeGouveia)
Lots 255 to 267 inc. on plan of Westgate Park 150.00
Lots 15 to 20 inc. on plan of Laura Keene Farm
Section 1 160.00
Gill Land 150.00
Lots 31 to 35 inc. on plan of Franco-American
Investment Co. 185.00
Lots 37 to 40 inc. on plan of Franco-American
Investment Co. 145.00
Lots 41 to 44 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 with building thereon 240.00
Lots 196 to 200 inc. on plan of Wilbur Heights
Lots 307 to 319 inc. and Lots 382 to 394 inc.
on plan of Westgate Park with buildings
thereon
Lots 26 to 30 inc. on plan of Glenwood Terrace
North
Lots 18 to 31 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace
Lots 13S to 143 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace
Lots 165 and 166 on plan of Bayview Terrace
Lots 213 to 223 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace
Lots 230 to 233 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace
230.00
820.00
160.00
335.00
160.00
70.00
310.00
110.00
150.00
160.00
150.00
570.00 _
230.00 2
820.00
160.00
Former Owner
(Restelho, John DeGouveia)
( Reul, Katherine B.)
i Rezandes, Manuel)
( Ricard, Arsene_)
( Robillard, Melinda)
( Robinson, John W.)
(Robitaille, Stephen E.)
(Rocheleau, Philomene)
(Rogers, Alice)
Description of Real Estate
Value of
each parcel
Lots 359 and 360 on plan of Bayview Terrace 20.00
Lots 418 and 419 on plan of Bayview Terrace 60.00
Lots 445 to 465 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace 590.00
Total
Lots 193 and 194 on plan of Bayview Terrace
Lot 212 on plan of Homestead Park Addition
Lots 147 to 151 inc. and Lots 106 and 107 on
plan of Coulombe Manor
Lois 182 and 183 on plan of Homestead Park
.Addition
Lots 98 to 102 inc. on plan of Acushnet Villa
Lots 24 and 25 on plan of Franco-American
Investment Co.
Lots 165 & 166 on plan of Coulombe Manor Ad
dition No. 2
Lots 11 to 14 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
with building thereon
Lots 19 to 24 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
1,655.00
: 115.00 115.00
i 230.00 230.00
475.00- 475.00
230.00
150.00
230.00
230.00
160.00
135.00
230.00
150.00
230.00
230.00
295.00
VJ
(Rousseau, Blanche)
(Roy. Arthur)
(Rymut, Joseph)
(Safe Deposit Nat'l Bank)
(Sawyer, Reuben)
(Serode, Ralph)
(Shack, Leo)
(Sharpies, Mathilda)
(Sloane, Mary)
( Smith, John)
(Sobol, Frank)
(Souza, Frank)
(Stanford. Bernard W.)
(Stawowy. Czeslaw)
Lots 152 & 153 on plan of Adams Park 115.00 1150.00
Lots 312 to 321 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 160.00 160.00
Lots 154 to 157 inc. on plan of North View
Park
Bennett Wood Lot. 78\2 acres
Lot 138 on plan of Riverside Farm
Lot 128 on plan of Riverside Farm
Lots 77 & 78 on plan of Homestead Park-
Lots 73 to 7f> inc. on plan of Homestead Park
Lots 32 & 33 on plan of Homestead Park
Luts 456 & 457 on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 11 to 14 inc. on plan of North View Pari-
Lots 01 & 92 on plan of North View Park
Lots 262 to 267 inc. and Lots 450 to 455 inc
on plan of Wilbur Heights
Lots 5 and 6 on plan of Wilbur Heights
Lots 15 to 18 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Lots 171 to 174 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 270.00 270.00
230.00 230.00
1.520.00 1.520.00
190.00 190.00
150.00 150.00
230.00 230.00
200.00
145.00
345.00 v}
Cs)
55.0055.00
; 105.00
65.00
170 00
155.00
1 / \J*\J\J
155.00
230.00 230.00
305.00 305.00
Former Owner
(Steiz, Stanley)
(Strojna, Agnieszka)
(Sylvia, Augustus)
(Sylvia. Jose)
(Sylvia, Manuel)
(Taber, Walter Heirs)
(Taillon, Joseph)
(Teixeira, Julio Jr.)
(Tetrault, Arthemise)
(Therrien, Oliana)
Description of Real Estate
Lot 34 on plan of Pembroke Villa
Lots 163 to 166 inc. on plan of North View Park
Lots 39 to 42 inc. on plan of Alpine Heights
Lots S to 11 inc. on plan of Laura Keene Farm
Section 1
Lots 48 to 54 inc. on plan of Laura Keene Farm
Section 9 with buildings thereon
Lots 70 & 71 on plan of Westgate Park
Lot 37 on plan of Laura Keene Farm Section 1
Lots 236 to 240 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 7
Carlton Lot in Turkey Grove. 5 acres
Lots 22 & 23 on plan of Homestead Park
Lots 114 to 117 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lot 118 on plan of Glenwood Terrace North
Lots 25 to 36 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
Lots 107 to 109 inc. on plan of Coulombe Manoi
Addition No. 2
Value of
each parcel Total
35.00 35.00
c 455.00 455.00
920.00 920.00
i
270.00
l
265.00
535.00
50.00 ,-50.00
50.00 2
115.00
50.00
230.00
445.00
90.00: 90.00
230.00 230.00
150.00 150.00
S5.00
(Therrien. Oliona) Lots 225 & 226 on plan of Coulombe Manor
Addition No. 2 70.00
l.«.ts 22 to 25 on plan of Coulombe Manor ad
dition No. 2 270.00
425.00
(Thibeault. Arthur) Lot 167 on plan of Wilbur Heights 45.00 45.00
(Thompson, Hiram F.) Lots 2 to 8 inc. on plan of Parting Ways Allot
ment with building thereon 965.00
" " " Lots 11 to 17 inc. on plan of Parting Ways Allot
ment 560.00
Lot 10 and east half of Lot 20 on plan of Part- ^
ing Ways Allotment 230.00
Lots 25 to 28 inc. on plan of Parting Ways
Allotment 150.00
Lot 30 on plan of Parting Ways Allotment 95.00
" Lots 32 to 39 inc. on plan of Parting Ways
Allotment 115.00
Lots 56 to 58 inc. on plan of Parting Ways
Allotment 380.00
Lots 60 to 62 inc. on plan of Parting Ways
Allotment 230.00
Value of
Former Owner Description of Real Estate each parcel Total
(Thompson. Hiram F.) Lots 63 to 86 inc. on plan of Parting Ways
Allotment 305.00
Lots 87 to 93 inc. on plan of Parting Ways
Allotment
Lot 94 on plan of Parting Ways Allotment
Lots 96 to 99 inc. on plan of Parting Ways
Allotment
Lots 101 to 103 inc. on plan of Parting Ways
Allotment
<« <«
<< <<
160.00
150.00
»
150.00
455.00
3,945.00
270.00
VI
i
270.00
ON
370.00 370.00
710.00 710.00
! 120.00 120.00
530.00 530.00
(Tomasick. Joseph) Lots 57 to 60 inc. on plan of Laura Keene Farm
Section 4
(Tootle. Richard E.) Land on Tootle Lane containing 2 acres more
or less with building thereon
(Trahan, Honorius) Lots 5 to 10 inc. on plan of North View Park
with building thereon
(Trahan. Philodore) Lots 431 to 434 inc. on plan of Bayview Terrace
(Tripp. Herbert J.) Lot 29 on plan of West Farm
(Valley. David P.) Lots 3 to 9 inc. on plan of Prouteau & Guillotte
Land 1,055.00
(Valley, David P.)
<< <<
( Vieira, John)
(Vieira, Manuel F.)
(Vieira, Maria)
(Villemure, Henry et ux)
(Villeneuve, Catherine)
(Wasilewski, Adam)
(Weeks, Clara A. et al)
(Westgate, William H.)
Lots 10 to 18 inc. on plan of Prouteau & Guil
lotte Land
Lots 19 & 20 on plan of Prouteau & Guillotte
Land
Lots 23 to 27 inc. on plan of Prouteau & Guil
lotte Land
Lots 28 to 36 inc. on plan of Prouteau & Guil
lotte Land
Lot 84 on plan of Riverside Farm with build
ings thereon
Lot 210 on plan of Homestead Park Addition
Lot 126 on plan of Riverside Farm with build
ing thereon
Lots 20 & 21 on plan of Franco-American In
vestment Co.
Lots 11 to 14 inc. on plan of Laura Keene Farm
Section 1
Lots 219 & 220 on plan of North View Park
Land situated on the southerly side of Main
Street
Lots 443 to 450 inc. on plan of Westgate Park
760.00
85.00
580.00
720.00
3.200.00
1.880.00 1.880.00
230.00 230.00
VI
VI
175.00 175.00
160.00 160.00
270.00 270.00
150.00 150.00
840.00 840.00
95.00 95.00
Value of
Former Owner Description of Real Estate each parcel Total
(Whitlock, Bertha) Lots 37 to 40 inc. on plan of Westgate Park 80.00 80.00
(William, John) Lots 1 to 20 inc. on plan of Win. C. Parker
Land. Reg. Land Cert. 2116 160.00 160.00
(Wolf, Charles) Lots 491 to 510 inc. on plan of Laura Keene
Farm Section 10 150.00 150.00
TOTAL $113,680.00
3
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WARRANT
For the Annual Town Meeting
Monday, March 7, 1938
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Bristol, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Acushnet:
Greetings:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you
are hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants of the
Town of Acushnet, who are qualified to vote in Elections and
in Town affairs to meet at the several designated Polling
Places in their respective Precincts, in said Acushnet, to wit:
In Precinct 1 — Polling Place
ACUSHNET TOWN HALL
In Precinct 2 — Polling Place
ACUSHNET GRANGE HALL
on Monday the seventh (7) next, A. D. 1938 (it being the first
Monday in March) at 8 o'clock in the forenoon then and there
to bring in to the Precinct Officers of their respective precincts
their votes on one ballot for the following Town Officers and
questions, to wit:
181
FINANCE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR THE WARRANT OF 1938
182
Town Clerk, Treasurer and Collector of Taxes for one year.
One Selectman and member of the Board of Public Welfare
for 3 years.
One Assessor for 3 years.
One School Committeeman for 3 years.
One Commissioner of Trust Funds for 3 years.
One member of the Cemetery Board for 3 years.
One Surveyor of Lumber for 3 years.
One Tree Warden for 1 year.
One member of the Board of Health for 3 years.
One Moderator for 1 year.
One Trustee of Free Public Library for 3 years.
One Park Commissioner for 3 years.
All the above mentioned Town Officers are to be voted for
on one ballot.
For this purpose the polls will be opened at each and all
said precincts at 8 o'clock in the forenoon and will close at 8
o'clock in the evening at each and all of the several precincts.
You are hereby further required and directed to notify and
warn the said inhabitants of the Town of Acushnet aforesaid,
who are qualified to vote in Elections and Town Affairs therein
to assemble subsequently and meet in Town Meeting at the
Town Hall in said Acushnet, on Saturday, the twelfth (12)
of March next at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, then and there
to act on the following subjects and business, viz:
Article 1. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Incidental expenses and office
Equipment.
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Finance Committee Recommendations—Cont.
Article 1. Unanimously recommended $5,500.00. . /
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Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to determine the
compensation which each Town Officer will receive and make
an appropriation therefor.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the maintenance of the Town
Hall.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the Maintenance of the Police
Department.
.Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the maintenance of the Fire De
partment.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the Department of Sealer of
Weights and Measures.
.Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Hydrant Services, such service to
include any or all Town purposes.
.Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Sewer Pumping Charges.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the Board of Health.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the employment of District or
other Nurses.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Highways, Bridges and for equip
ment and materials on W.P.A. projects.
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Finance Committee Recommendations—Cont.
Article 2. Detail list of salary recommendations in hands of
Finance Committee.
Article 3. Unanimously recommended $500.00.
Article 4. Unanimously recommended $2,500.00.
Article 5. Unanimously recommended $2,500.00.
Article G. Unanimously recommended $123.00. \S
Article 7. Unanimously recommended $1,500.00.
Article 8. Unanimously recommended $129.00. ^
Article 9. Unanimously recommended $2,700.00. ^
Article 10. Unanimously recommended $432.00. \^
Article 11, Unanimously recommended $8,000.00.
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Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the improvement of Perry Street,
said money to be used in conjunction with any money which
may be allotted by the State or County, or both, for this pur
pose; or take any action relative thereto.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the removal of Snow and
Equipment.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Street Lights, such appropriation
to include 1937 unpaid bill. .
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the Suppression of Moths.
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Public Welfare expenditures, such
appropriation to include 1937 unpaid bills.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Soldiers' & Sailors' Relief ex
penditures in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 115
of the General Laws.
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the Bureau of Old Age Assist
ance.
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Schools.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Vocational Schools.
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Finance Committee Recommendations—Cont.
Article 12. Unanimously recommended $2,000.00. i
Article 13. Unanimously recommended $500.00.
Article 14. Unanimously recommended $1,700.00.
Article 15. Unanimously recommended $50.00.
Article 16. Unanimously recommended $14,000.00.
Article 17. Unanimously recommended $1,000.00. \s
Article 18. Unanimously recommended $14,000.00. l^
Article 19. Unanimously recommended $48,500.00. •
Article 20. Unanimously recommended $10,800.00. ^
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Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Free Public Libraries and also
transfer the Bristol County Dog Fund to the Library Account.
Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-.
propriate a sum of money for Park Purposes.
Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Memorial Purposes.
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the Reserve Fund.
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Notes and Interest clue in 1938.
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Insurance on all Public Buildings
and Equipment owned by the Town.
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and- ap
propriate a sum of money for the Maintenance of the Isolation
Hospital.
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to procure the Treasurer's, Collector's and Town
Clerk's bonds.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to approve the
report of the Board of Selectmen.
Article 30. To see if the Town will authorize the Town
Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen to borrow money
from time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial
year beginning January 1, 1938, and issue a note or notes
therefor, payable within one year, and to renew any note or
notes as may be given for a period of less than one year, in
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Finance Committee Recommendations—Cont.
Article 21. Unanimously recommended $400.00 and transfer
of Dog Fund. \y^
Article 22. Unanimously recommended $150.00.
Article 23. Unanimously recommended $45.00. \^
Article 24. Unanimously recommended $2,000.00. \y
Article 25. Unanimously recommended $11,000.00. V^
Article 26. Unanimously recommended $442.40. \s
Article 27. Unanimously recommended $100.00.
Article 28. Unanimously approved. //
Article 29. Unanimously approved. •/
Article 30. Unanimously approved. \s
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accordance with the provisions of Chapter 44, Section 17, of the
General Laws.
Article 31. To see if the Town will vote to take care of
its proportional part of the Bristol County Tuberculosis Hos
pital Maintenance and Care and to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,456.97, for the Town's proportional part of main
tenance and care of said hospital.
Article 32. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to dispose of tax title real-estate purchased
or taken in the name of the Town and on which the rights of
redemption has been foreclosed as provided under the provisions
of Chapter 60, General Laws (ter. ed.) and amendments
thereto, or having been deeded to the Town, or take any action
relative thereto.
Article 33. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Assessors to use available funds or free cash, not to exceed
$15,000.00, towards the reduction of the 1938 tax rate.
Article 34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for Aid to Dependent Children.
Article 35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate the sum of money to pay 1936 unpaid public welfare
bills or take any action relative thereto.
Article 36. To see if the Town will hear the report of
the Committee, appointed by the Moderator in 1937, in regards
to what areas are suitable for a Town Forest and take any
action relative thereto.
Article 37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the purpose of completing the
Town Barn.
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Finance Committee Recommendations—Cont.
Article 31. Unanimously recommended $2,456.97.
Article 32. Unanimously approved.
/
Article 33. Unanimously approved.
Article 34. Unanimously recommended $500.00.
Article 35. Unanimously recommended $24.98.
V
Article 36. Left to discretion of Town Meeting.
Article 37. Unanimously recommended $400.00.
* )3^ <r*
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Article 38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the purchase of a new truck for
the Highway Department.
Article 39. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap
propriate a sum of money for the .Maintenance of Chapter 90
work, said money to be used in conjunction with any money
which may be allotted by the State or County, or both, for this
purpose, or take any action relative thereto.
Article 40. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
relocation and alteration of Perry Street, in accordance with the
plan on file in the Town Clerk's office.
Article 41. To see if the Town will vote to elect in 1939,
and every third year thereafter, a Town Clerk who shall hold
office for the term of three years.
Article 42. To see if the Town will vote to elect in 1939,
and every third year thereafter, a Town Treasurer and Col
lector of Taxes who shall hold each office for the term of three
years.
And you are directed to serve this warrant by posting
attested copies thereof seven days at least before the time of
said meeting as directed by the Board of Selectmen.
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your
doings at the time and place of said meeting.
Given under our hands this second day of February, A. D.,
1938.
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Article 38. Unanimously recommended purchase. '/'
Article 39. Unanimously recommended $500.00. .
Article 40. Unanimously approved.
Article 41. Unanimously approved.
Article 42. Unanimously approved.
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FREDERICK O. TRIPP,
HENRY L. GUILBEAULT,
WALTON E. BRALEY,
Selectmen of Acushnet.
A True copy, Attest:
Constable of Acushnet.
February , 1938.
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Finance Committee Recommendations—Cont.
WALTER A. WHITE. Chairman,
FRANK P. CRANDON,
DOSITHE GUILLOTTE,
ARTHUR PROVOST.
FRANK F. RESENDES, JR..
THOMAS O. HATHAWAY,
JAMES RADCLIFFE,
JOSEPH F. DABROWSKI,
LEO JACKSON,
Finance Committee.
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